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IS YOUR CAT SUFEERING
FROM TLC 442DEFICIENCY?

A Self-Test from • '.

THE SIMPLY BETTER COMPANY

SYMPTOM #1: "THAT SLOPPY FEELING"
Walk over to your favorite catamaran (any type, any size, any age).

Place one hand on a tiller arm and one hand on the crossbar; try to
push/pull the connection apart. If there is ANY connector "stop" the
poor boat is starving for a little TLCTM ...if there Is a lot of "slop" the
boat may need intensive care!

Repeat the push/pull test again. Notice how all those connector
parts move and interact relative to each other. Especially notice the
amount of the free·play. (Clyde says to remind you that all that
"slop" exists at BOTH ends of the crossbar!) Any such "slop" in the
crossbar will allow the rudders to vary their alignment under sail.
Any such variation in rudder alignment can significantly contribute
to your boat's hydrodynamic drag.

Consequently "That Sloppy Feeling" is very bad news for racers!
THE CURE: GIVE YOUR BOAT A LITTLE TLCTM!• A TLCTM tiller

linkage connector has absolutely no "slop".

IF YOU ARE NOT REALLY INTO RACING, THERE ARE
SEVERAL OTHER SYMPTOMS OF TLC• M DEFICIENCY
SYNDROME (OTHER THAN "FEELING SLOPPY") THAT
MAY INTEREST YOU:

SYMPTOM #2: "THE WALLOWED · OUT LOOK"
Wallowed-out holes in the end cap castings (on the tiller arms and

crossbar) are caused by the stainless steel connecting bolt striking
the edges of these holes during normal use. If this metal to metal
binding/contact is permitted to go unchecked for an extended
period, the amount of slop gradually increases and eventuallythe af-
fected parts will fail or be rendered unserviceable.

THE CURE: PAMPER YOUR END CAPS WITH A LITTLE TLCTM1!
A TLCTM tiller linkage connector has a connecting shaft that does
not move about in the end caps and absolutely does not wallow-out
the holes.

SYMPTOM #3: "HYPER TENGION"
Some connectors actually limit tiller deflection by building up ten-

sion and bending forces in the connecting bolt. This force may vary
from virtually zero near neutral, to a very large maximum near the
outer limits of tillerthrow. The deformation caused by such forces is
very easy to see on a well used connector bolt. You can also com.
pare the arm tiller "throw" with the crossbar connected and discon.
nected. This comparison clearly illustrates that the connector(itself)
absorbs the turning force and limits the deflection. Such repeated
stressing can result in fatigue failure of the bolt or fracture of an end
cap casting. Although adding a spring will cushion some of the
shock at max deflection, and will take up some of the loose slack
around neutral- it also increases the margin of "slop".

THE CURE: RELAX -- AND TAKE TWO TLCTMs!! A TLCTM tiller
linkage connector does not generate internal tension or limit tiller
motion in any known tiller sailing position (or any combination of
known positions).

SYMPTOM #4: "HYPER ACTIVE"
Some complicated connector set·ups have over 20 separate parts

(including springs) that are expected to wiggle, mash, compress,
swivel, twist, rotate, pull, and rub against each other--on twenty (or
more) different contact surfaces!!

THE CURE: RETURN TO BASICS WITH A LITTLE TLCTM 11
A TLCTM tiller linkage connector has onlytwo simple parts that rub
against each other, and that rubbing occurs on only one "ball-
bearing" surface! !

THE ONLY THING EASIER THAN DIAGNOSING
TLCTM DEFICIENCY IS CURING IT!

INSTALL A PAIR OF TLCTM s!! TLCTM tiller linkage connectors
provide a patented constant, slopfree, tension free, spring free, bind
free, and relatively wear free connection forall combinationsof tiller
positions. TLCTM tiller linkage connectors are guaranteed to please
you when you buy them -- and serve you five years if you keep them -
and they still cost only $39.95/pr.

KISME, Inc., 118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148
(512) 659.4258 •

=1 (all rights reserved)

INVITES YOU TO COMPARE

ZORRO'S ANCIENT MARK ON H-16's

Jibclew • Traveler
./

Camcleat /• ////,// Crew

WITH THE SIMPLE SOLUTION FROM KISME

There is absolutely no good reason to force your H-16 Jib
.-"sheet through a torturous ,. turn to control your jib. The

"Z" set-up aggravates your problem when the wind is
blowing the hair off dogs and the "Z" also aggravates your
problem when the wind is barely a whisper.

You don't need to be a sailboat expert or an engineer to
know that pulling 5/16 diameter line through several
severely sharp turns produces high friction resistance (yes
Clyde, especially if the line must be forced through a naked
hole in a piece of plastic).

If you are going to spend your hard earned money for
anything other than a stock boat set-up, it makes sense to
buy a guaranteed solution instead of swaping
problems!

YOUR CHOICES

1. Eliminate the "Z" set-up and the unnecessary friction by
installing the KISME OK with Ochsen self cleating
blocks -The Jib line goes directly from the Jib through
the ball bearing block on the traveler to the crew. The
most simple, easiest to operate system available which
simultaneously gives you the lowest weight and
lowest possible stack-up to accomodate maximum mast
rake.

2. Eliminate the "Z" set-up by using the KISME IT. The
Jib sheet goes straight from the Jib, through a stan-
dard cam cleat (Mounted directly on the traveler) to
the crew. A simple, easy to operate system which also
gives you light weight and very low stack-up.

3. Retain the stock "Z" set-up, but use the KISME OK
option with premium Harken ball bearing blocks on
your traveler. This will give you the finest low friction
44)"L set-up money can buy and also gives you simplicity
with the lowest possible stack-up geometry.

NOTE: Clyde says that ALL Hobie Cat® Jib systems are
enhanced by using the KISME Quick on the Jib
clew. The Quick provides super smooth ball bear-
ing Harken blocks at the point where the force is
applied to the Jib. The Quick simultaneously gives
you simple, fast-pin, no fumble, extra low stack-up
capability.

SIMPLY BETTER

(From the company with the 5 year registered guarantee)• • *
KISME. INC. 118 Millridge Road. Universal City. Texas 78148 (All Rights Reserved )

512-659-4258

JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1988/3
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• • MIIRRAYS MARINE
Products that meet your

Need for Speed• - Catamaran Style!
• speed, control, comfor4 convenience and safety
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Hi-Low Trapeze Kit Separate
height adjustment is easy to pull and
secure. Constant upward tension on
trapeze rings. Harken blocks. T-
shaped handles are always reachable.
Pair. #01-1140 $44.95

2-In-1 Trapeze Kit Similar to Hi-
Low with Harken back-to-back bullet
blocks. #01-1130 $41.95 All-Weather Sailing Suit New

7-1/2" Trap Ring #25-3620 $5.95
one-piece sailing suit by Douglas Gill is
warm & stylish. Aluminum coating on
inside of fabric retains body heat.

Can't Miss Trapeze Rings Thinsuite/padded collar and cuffs pro-
Black, blue, red, or yellow. Pair. vide extra warmth. Blue & white. XS -

#01-0124 $15.00 XL. #38-575_ $116.50

1,

Standard Buckle Strong low pro- Sail Safe Trapeze System No
file hook! Replaceable keeper. hooks. No hang-ups! #01-0139 $26.95

#01-0134 $10.95
Tubular Spreader Bars End hip

Quick Release Buckle squeeze! 10" fits S, M; 12" fits L, XL.
QR Buckle #01-0132 $17.95 10" Tubular Bar #01-0137 $17.95Replacement Hook #01-0133 $9.95 12" Tubular Bar #01-0135 $19.95
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Super Harnesses Contoured
shape fits like no flat harness cant
Features closed cell, 3/8 foam and rug
ged nylon pack cloth Adjustable crotch
strap Quick adJust straps attach at
two waist positions to spread weight
Red, blue, or fuchsia Sizes S, M, L
Order buckle separately
Super Half Harness #30 021_ $37 95
Super Full Harness #30 031_ $61 50

PYF Swivel Control Cleats
Swivels to face the direction from
which line lS being pulled Removable
beanng sheave Ideal downhaul cleat
PYF Swivel/No cleat#25 4001 $20 00
PYF w/Harken #150 #25 4003 $39 95

Swivel w/Harken® Alu Cleats
& Roller Fairleads For up release
Jib cleat systems & main traveler con
trol cleating Fit up to 7/16 linet

#25 3020 $39 95

Aluminum Clameleat Replace
rope cutting V Jams #27 0702 $8 90

Mini Cam Cleat Ideal cleat for
roller furling line, & with PYF Swivel
Control #21 1000 $14 50
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ON THE COVER

Will Gibson's photo and our
art director's skill stress our
theme for 1988. We're
breaking through to a new
year. Lookfor some exciting
changes and let'sgo fast in
'88!

,• 11/NE
January/February1988

11.
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FEATURES

19/TheGateway to Fresno
Honest, there's a lot more to Bakersfield. Like great sailing.

20/A Woman's Look at Tuning the 16
The winner of the women's national championship gives good advice.

22/Hobie in Africa
Some French explorer/sailors may have the ultimate Hobie vacation.

25/Beat the Cold
A few tips on sailing comfortably and safely in winter.

62/Goodbye Uphaul: Learning to Waterstart
A complete guide to a challenging boardsailing skill.

REGATTA REVIEW

28/Marvelous Mauritius Hosts 14 Championship
The lahitians and Aussies battled it out in the Indian Ocean.

32/Curry Dominates Again
This 14 sailor seems unstoppable.

36/Renfro Blows Through San Francisco
It was a very close series, but a new champ was crowned.

41/Jeff Alter Wins a Blessed Event
The Pope breezed by and Altertook home the honors.

DEPARTMENTS

6/Hobietorial
11/Letters
14/Briefs
47/Hobie Racing
69/Hot Products

Volume 17 Number 1

HOTLINE Publications, all rights reserved. The HOTLINE magazine is published bi-monthly by World Hobie Class Association, 4925 E.
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92056. Subscriptions in USA $18 per year (six issues); in Canada and foreign countries, $36 per year.
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The Hoble Hotline is the official publication of
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worldwide, the magazine is published six times
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November/Decembec The basic subscription
rate is $18 in the United States, $36 in all other
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the Hotline does not imply endorsement by

Coast Catamaran or the Hobie Class Associa-
tion. Use of the stylized H trademark, the

words Hobie and Hobie Cat on ads herein are
with the express permission by license or

otherwise of Coast Catamaran Corporation.
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mark law. Note: Damage to any Hobie
sailboats caused by modification to the boat is
not covered by Coast Catamaran's warranty.

Please use discretion in deciding to modify your
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by Bonnie Hepburn

Charging Ahead
The new year always brings changes. In Another tradition is that the women's cham-

the case of the HOTLINE, change is com- pionship always has better wind than the
ing from several directions. First, there are open event. It happened again this year
the results of the survey so many of you and Julie Renfro was there to sweep the
kindly took the time to fill out and mail back wind in her sails and come out on top of a
to us. Thank you for this valuable input. very closely contested championship. And,
Although the final results have not yet been of course, Bob Curry streaked to victory in
tabulated, we've already received a fairly the Hobie 14 National Championship on
clear picture of what you would like to see the Great Lakes. Curry is making a habit of
in your magazine, and in 1988, you'll be winning this event. The Tahitians and the
seeing more of it. Aussies struggled on the lovely island of
A big change is coming to Hobie Cat Mauritius for the Hobie 14 World Champi-

and the HOTLINE. The Coleman Com- onship and the Tahitians came out on top.
pany has put Hoble Cat up for sale and, at All these regattas receive excellent cover-
press time, a buyer had been found. Since age in this issue.
all the details were not finalized, we are not In keeping with our recent emphasis on
able to report on them here, however it interesting places to sail, we offer the exotic
appears as though Hobie Cat and the and the not-so-exotic. Did you know that
HOTLINE, with new owners, have a bright Bakersfield,CA has a lake that's quite a chal.
future, one we hope you'll share with us. Be ]enge? Not only is there wind, but a bit of
sure to stay tuned for more information an obstacle course as well. And how many
about all this. of you have ever thought about sailing the
Of course, one big change to occur in coast of Africa? A Frenchman (what is it

the world of Hobie Cat sailing has been the with these guys anyway?) has actually
Hobie 21. Response all over the United done it and set up his own vacation ser-
States and in a few other countries, has vice so you can do it too.
been overwhelming. The Hobie 21 may be We have some very good "how to" infor-
the most successful new catamaran intro- mation in this issue as well. Want to know
duced since the Hobie 16. how to sail in the middle of winter safely?
The Hobie credit card has also received See "Beat the Cold" for the scoop. Julie

tremendous response from HOTLINE Renfro offers some of the tips that earned
readers. Orders have been pouring in. This her the women's crown, so you men and
is especially important since the credit women Hobie 16 sailors better pay atten-
card will help maintain a good flow of tion.
money for event sponsorship, one of the We're off to a good year in 1988, and one
keys to the Hobie Way of Life. Thank you thing is for sure, it's going to be exciting! To
all for taking advantage of the Hobie Card. all of you, HOTLINE wishes you a happy
Plus, don't forget the 1988 Hobie calen- and safe New Year.

dar. There's still time to order. With this
calendar, you'll never miss a day of Hobie
excitement.
Of course, a few things aren't changing.

Like Jeff Alter winning a Hobie national
championship. This time it was the Hobie
16 championship in San Francisco.

6/HOBIE HOTLINE



_MOVING?
rn Let us know six weeks in advance so

L--j you won't miss an issue. Just attach

your mailing label and write out your

new address.

0

New Address

City State 7ii,

• --• Mail to: HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,

Oceanside CA 92054
1/88
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Hobie SaHors have more Fun
Trailex Anodized Aluminum
Trailers for Hobies assure

that Fun

 042LIGHTWEIGHT-for Beach Launch
- Compact Towing

 042NO RUST - Maintenance Free
 042STRONG - Heat treated Special

Extrusions
3 YEARGUARANTEE

ON ALLALUMINUM PARTS.
Various optional tire sizes available.

./ .-
/ 036 'I ...

 036

..
TRAILEX aluminum
trailers are also available for EXPORT. Our 25th Anniversary Year

The Original Aluminum Trailer
TRAILEX manufacturers aluminum trailers for all Hobie

models.
TRAILEX also manufactures a light weight aluminum

trailer for transporting sailboards.
Askyour dealer aboutobtaining one of

our aluminumtrailers foryour Hobie Cal
Or contact TRAILEXfor further information.

TRAILEX, INC.
Box H, 60 Industrial Park Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406-0553

Phone (216) 533-6814

Attach Mailing Label Here.
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PLUS
UPS SHIPPING

COMPLETE WITH«
·' Easy to follow instr®lions. ,
· Attractive Boombor logo decal..:•

· As§embly & mounting
haidware:i, .. • p' .<

·:Safety lock pins for
fastening end capsr 4

DEALER INQUIRIES s
WELCOMED

z 219-232-8066

-, 036-------------
FACTORY DIRECT ORDERR

-1J For factory diiect orders complete & return this form to:

'• • • i• St:SiE• ,1• '.
, Boombox 442container(s) @ $174.90 ea. for a total of .i"

1• (ind. residents add 5%» sales tax.)'• ' t «
(No Personal Checks)

O Money Order CARD #lf 1
1 0 MasterCard
I 0 VISA SIGNATIIRF· . A

1 NAME (please print) _
1 ,/

STREET ADDRF99

CITY STATF& I

1 .DAY PHONF#: ('' - --) 4

l

FXP BATF·

«7IP CODE:

.-

FEATURES: -.:Yi 036.li.n: -
*9-1 tr-

· Lockable with either standard padlocks or .,r ,· :..* = i• Ji'

· • ,ccoc• ems• • reash• eo,imc,k• Iil, & accessori 036,.'. -• • ''r»-=:• --,3.'3CI'• ,
ofthe most popular 14', 16', 17', & 18' t,

catamarans. ,»1#42 B«-3• 4
· Inside dimension at rear opening is 10-1 /2" ' :..b, ,.

high x 10-1/2" wide with overall length /

of 9'7". ·
i .

· Made of virtually Indestructible solid while C., ,.
crosslink polyethylene. ...4

· 2 piece construction simplifies mounting ..
to trailer. - .

i =/..1

<t

.

I · Easy to assemble y

'· Both end caps are removable for easy :
access and can double as . t '
washdown buckets. 1

· Smooth Interior for better
protection

ti

· Can be shipped . -
URS.

.--

&
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ROLL,

ROLL,

ROLL YOUR BOAT!
WITH THE NEW 4.---

<«©AF FRAM<<<
MOST POPULAR BEACH DOLLY
FOR CATAMARANS SINCE 1977!

-all terrain rubber tires with new
anodized alloy wheels -
-acetal plastic roller bearings - no grease!
-recommended for soft sand, mud or rocky shore.

NOW FLORIDA SAILCRAFT OFFERS
Roller Bearings

TWO ROLLER BEARING DOLLIES! -
Make The Differencel
-Your wheels will turn ' F

SEE BOTH AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER freely under heavy
-OR CALL US TOLL FREE- loads, even after

-':. ·. SEE OUR 800 NUMBER BELOW many years of,.
-4.- -7.-.. -% faithful service.,

26-2:
A-.... .I .- .i 't-,• 4:.
S'..... ... til YOGIER FRAA ill-"r....

.......4. (..*
&.

$25900
PLUS FRT.

F'1 '_ '/

P

..4-
TRAX HANDLE - $98.00

1 -Roller bearing handle lets axle
.• spin under hulls for easy loading.

-Now you can launch a catamaran
and return it to the trailer single-
handed.

-

.* E

Raise Your Sail Without A Snag!

/1 /9

1 -4 \'1,\ f,
. *-

Patent Pending, • • I

You don't have to hand-feedyour sail anymoret
Sail Trax is the answer for sails that jam in the track. just start the
head of your sail through a Sail Trax - stand back - and pull the
sail up, all the way to the top of the mast! Sail Trax is a pair of
stainlesssteel guideswithsphericaltipsthat lead yoursailsmoothly
into the track. They are easily installed in a few minutes. Full
instruaions included.

Saveyour timeandtemper - getSail Trax...$14.95
Order by mail from: Florida Sailcraft

1601 N.E. 18th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305

Please send me Sail Trax @ $14.95 ea.
plus $1.00 postage and handling
Fla. residents add 5% sales tax

Total amount enclosed
Name
Address
City State Zip

AXLE EXTENDER SLEEVE
$29.00

-Increases axle length 6 inches
and returns to normal length by
changing clevis p,n

CAT CRADLES - $129.00/PAIR
-Recommended for round bottom
hulls to distribute weight. Made of.-. form fitting fiberglass. padded to
protect hulls

YES, you can see theseproductsatyour local catamaran
dea/er's store - or contact us:

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC. (305) 561-9777
1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305

To OrderWith MasterCard/Visa Call Toll Free:

1-800-332-2049 Ext. 3003 In Fla. 1-800-525-0129 Ext. 3003
Please Add 6% Shipping Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax



LETTERS

Comptip 442Convert On the Lookout for Stolen
Boat

On September 11, I was sailing my
Hobie Cat 16 with my wife, Renee, in San You used to have a small area devoted
Francisco Bay. We launched from Berke- to stolen boats, but I have not noticed it
ley knowing that there were small craft anywhere lately. If you still do, please
advisories posted. This was nothing new include this description of my stolen boat:
to us. We headed toward Angel Island 1980 Hobie 18, serial CCMH3169M801,
where everyone was sailing in larger bright yellow hulls, white sail with a gold
boats. We hoped to push the perfor- and red band near the top, sail 958. It was
mance envelope of the 16. About two on a Sterling trailer with a wood box,
miles out, the Hobie started to fly out of stolen from Routel, Key Largo, Florida,
the water from the top of the waves. What on 9/7/87, Labor Day weekend.
great fun! Rick White

On the last wave I think the boat left the
water completely, evident by the sudden
lack of tension on the tiller. The bow
angled down toward the base of the next
wave (oops!) which we both agreed was Cat Rigged 16s?
substantially bigger than the rest. The Cat
Killer Wave broke over our heads, wash- Some of my Hobie friends are having
ing Renee from her position and tangling the same problem-they can't find regular
her in the hiking straps. I was in the crews fortheir16s. Many had hoped the
trapeze and was washed off. I was still Hobie 17 would be the answer, but it isn't
attached to the trapeze cable, holding the same kind of boat...
onto the tiller while being dragged, when Solution? A new Coast Cat sail (uni-rig)
the Hobie tacked. Two waves later, we to retrofit on our 16s. Thid sail would be the
rolled and turtled, sticking our mast in same luff length but shorter by a foot
eight to ten feet of mud. We tried to right (high aspect ratio). The narrower, modi-
the boat, but there was no hope. A pass- fied sail would cut down on tacking
ing motorboat with three retired problems.
gentlemen on their way in from a fishing The racing starts would remain the
expedition came to our rescue. With their same, the uni-rigged 16s starting with the
aid we were able to right the Hobie and regular 16s. If the 16 skippers won't or
sail in with a broken, flooded mast using can't switch to 17s, this might keep them
the jib. stoked on Hobies. And that's very impor-

Even though I do not know the name of tant to the continuing catamaran craze.
these gentlemen or of their boat, I would Thanks for listening to my suggestions.
like to take this opportunity to thank them.
Without their help, this would have ended Ron Fikes
in tragedy; as the tide was ebbing. Fleet 20

Prior to this voyage, I was a silent Palo Alto, California
opponent to the Comptip 442.After viewing Editor's Note: We forwarded Fikes letter
the damage, I concluded that the Comp- to Miles Wood, Directorof the Hobie World
tip 442is well worth the effort. The metal part Class Association. Below is his response.
of the mast was bent and ripped in
places. This indicates that even without We have spent many hours and dollars
the Comptip 442breaking, the mast would looking into this project. It always comes
have needed to be replaced. With the down to one major point: a uni-rig 16
added safety factor afforded by the without boards will not tack (it will, but takes

Comptip 442,not to mention the free cost, 1 forever).

recommend any interested sailors have As far as racing a uni-rig 16 with regular
16s, we feel that this combination wouldtheir Hobies retrofitted. complicate maneuvers and would not be

Mike Hempel that much fun, since the uni-rigs would be
Hobie Fleet 281 underpowered most of the time.
Santa Rosa, California Thank you for your suggestions-we
RS. As soon as I get $2200,1'11 be back! need the input. -Miles Wood

JANUARY 042FEBRUARY1988/11
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SKIP ELLIOT SAILMAKERS
870 PRODUCTION PLACE

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663
(714) 6456697

RECUTS REPAIRS
SPECIALIZING IN HOBIE CATS©

Malnsall Racing Recut
with Teflon Boltrope . . . . . . . . $95.00

JIb Reshape Seams............ $85.00
Pie Shape Tell-Tale Window ...... $15.00
Vision Windows

Malnsall.................$30.00
Jib....................$25.00

NEW SAILING SUITS
1 pce. dinghysuit . . . . . . . . . . ... $69.00
1 pce. insulated suit............$99.00
Dry Sults..................$249.00

All shipments via U.RS. freight collect C.O.D.
Prices subject to change without notice.

DANGER

f
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

DANGER
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THE NEW T

I,ite 6n' ROD f ALL NEW • RENCH PAT PENDINGTHETOOLFOR
SNUGGING UPA LOOSE TRAMR

"HOTTER THAN THE HOT ONE"? t\ MASTHEAD /f A NO MORE BLOODY KNUCKLES.

WETHINK SO!!! 4 1 PE• iNANTS 5:• 1• .."' e/,
-*---.......\-4

 042SLIP RETARDING RUBBER GRIP • 4- .-47/..9.%/.1
''t  042BRIGHTYELLOW COLOR 71 ( r I /-46/.Til.
\  042LOCKS BOTH DIRECTIONS j • "WINDSURFERS  042HOBIES"1

\  0424'-8' EXTENSION 0--• i• - -\  042ECONOMICAL / • COLORFUL 6' PENNANTS 1 \
'\,  042MADE IN USA */ ./ THAT ENDORSE YOUR SAIL ( \9 -i,1 .#tB:- =

2f SAI• ARAEN• Z'• IN 3• el•
COLORS WITH A FLAIR. Vill'll/AA:3 191./ill'll'll"jill'll'll

\ • ASSORTED SOLID COLORS:• 77
RED, WHITE, BLUE, / 89 A 93

$3695 J
GOLD, YELLOW, ORANGE, • | /SAILCLOTH STORAGE'
BLACK, PLUM &GREEN. { I l BAGADD $3.00• Wit PLUS $2.00

LIZ)- SHR/HDLG.PLUS $4.00 3
SHR/HDLG. dO $ 2• 95 4 PLEASE SHIP ME

'') TRAMP RENCHS @ 2495+ 2.OOShp:&Hdlg.
SAILCLOTH • / PWS $1.00 /3/ · LITE 'N' RODS @ 5695+ 4.00 Shp. & Hdlg.

STORAGE BAG SHR/HDLG. • 1 MASTHEAD PENNANTS @ 595+ 1.00 Ship
ADD $5.00 CT RES. ADD 71*% TAX CT RESIDENTS ADD 71/• % SALES TAX

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
0 CHECK BOX FOR MAILING LIST
CIA Inc., RO. Box 16088, West Haven, CT. 06516

203 874-5300

12/HOBIE HOTLINE
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11 11.Adi-. - SSI All PurposeTool
• /.1•

7r.,31.Ii,16*1'&
-.--

It's the key to every openingl
For screws, bolts, shackles and more;\/.4...m- /\ .

its wide blade fits up into lower rudder
castings for adjusting cam spring tension,

its narrow blade fits the rudder stop
e 42<Ff,%4* .. ·. S,V

e"':'*..• 2<'• screw in the lower rudder casting,
and best of all, its built in hook

$3.95 brings locked "down" rudder

. *FZ . ...
+ shipping cams "up" with a twist
or see your of the wrist!
dealer

The First Outhoard
Motor Bracket
for Hohie, 14,16, and 18*

• • ,
Propels to speeds in excess of 6 knots using the TANAKA 120
0.2 H.R) outboard motor. Provides safe sure momentum against Don't 9 1currents. Makes docking easy when winds are becalmed. Motor and
bracket weigh less than 17 lbs. Installs in minutes. Removes in

.,44.seconds for racing. Both sailing and motoring positions clear the forget ElI-
boom and tiller.
* Brackets also available for other catamarans. For prices send for
FREE brochure or see your local dealer. yourkey. ,
Cheata Outboard Motor Bracket
RO. Box 1234 Sailing Systems, Inc.
Hobe Sound, FL 33455 4815 Amy Drive
305/746-0479 Crystal Lake IL ,SSS:<50'
CALL OR WRITE FOR D FTal I c 60014
ON END OF YEAR SALE! CHEAIA (815) 455-4599

290
Dealer
inquiries welcome.

0.-
THE PERFECT MATE FOR YOUR CATUS. PAT NO. 4227480 \5

-

'' i.'• .
.r.144.a '-

*2 t, l
\*
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HOBIE BRIEFS

The Team Short Chalenge
It started as a little idea some four years ago. We were sailing

Hobie 14s in the Philippines at the time. In between races a
challenge was aired. Shortly thereafter a team was formed. We
played volleyball against the giants of the Malibu Polo Club. Our
team came up a few points short. We would have won, however,
the boys from Malibu seemed to be on a first name basis with the
official referee. Nonetheless, we stuck together and let our sailing
do the talking for us.

Our team name is our calling card. We are very proud, tough
and above all, small in stature. We are"Team Short."

We dont just take anyone just because they meet height
requirements. We have very low standards; in fact, without a
short attitude you can't join. We take two new members a yeal: 10
give you an idea of how low our standards are, Randy Smyth
raced with us in the 17 National Championship. He has got how
many world titles? Well, he had the height requirements but he
had a'tall attitude." We had to reject his application.

We are an international club. We have members building
Hobies in Australia. We have members in "high places" in the
Hobie World Class Association. Some members are always at the
top at nationals and worlds. Others teach sailing on islands; still
others peddle real estate. Some try to write for a living. Some
chase icebergs for fun. Some surf. One was an editor. We even
have a boat captain, and last but not least, we have a member
that has had a'502DWI" while sailing.

We try not to let our"shortcomings" get in the way of having
fun; it's not our fault that other people are too tall.

We at Team Short submit a challenge to any other reputable
club or organization: We'll sail the pants off you. So to all you Team
Fat sailors, Team Alpo sailors, Team Lake sailors and Team Poofta
sailors, get ready.

Send your team roster and chartertothe learn Short Chal-
lenge, c/o Hobie Class Association, RO. Box 1008, Oceanside,
California 92054 US.A.

We will see you at the next big event!
- Dick Blount

Carlton Tucker Wins the Alter Cup
USYRU Area D representative Carlton Tucker of Fort Walton

Beach, Florida with Jarrett Melvin crewing, won USYRU's first
National Multihull Championship for the Alter Cup.

The event, hosted by Toms River Yacht Club of New Jersey,
was held August 16-22.

Ten teams from nine USYRU areas completed a round-robin
series over five days, with breezes varying from light to moder-
ately heavy.

In an exciting battle for first, the top six finishers each led the
regatta at different times. "The lead changed almost every race,"
said USYRU Multihull Council Chairman Francie Jarvis, noting
that Tucker balanced a last place with four firsts, three seconds, a
fourth, and a fifth.

The runner-up team of Mike and Lynne Nelson of Louisville,
Texas posted 35 points to Tucker's low-point score of 30. Local
favorite Bob Bergstedt of Bayville, New Jersey and crew Martin
Tuohy followed with 42 points. No throwouts were allowed, and
no alternate penalty could be accepted.

"This was hard-core racing," Tucker said. "Fouling someone
meant automatic disqualification. In the end, no one suffered a

Continued on page 69
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MAGNUM-18 WING SUPPORTS
Easily installed between Vour mast pivot and Magnum-18
.folded wings - thesesuppons areessential-fortraller·Ingorstoring
a Magnum- 18
CM7738 Magnum Wing Suppor·ts (palr) ................. 24.50

SPLASH GUARD LACING CLOSURES
(Nosures complete the trampoline on your Hobie. Install these
tough closures to keep gearand beeron board and water below.

CM7722H4 Splash Guard Hoble 14 .... 32.50
CM7722HB Splash Guard Hoble 16.... 32.50
CM7722H6 Splash Guard Hoble 18.... 32.50
CM7723H Center Strip Only. ... . • . . . . . .. 18.50

1 \offey 320 E. Walnut Ave.

111@rine, El Segundo, Ca. 90245
.=-31- (213) 640-8838

DANGER

Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

DANGER



HOT DEALS!
Ir.Yhowyour colors
• Uwith quality
• • HOTLINE accesso-
pB• Ties like unisex T-
1,ashirts with mod-
Iem. V-neck sty/ing
in a variety of colors. Keep
your pet's neckwell-
drehsed (OK. you can wear
it too} with HOTLINE ban-
danas. The HOTLINE Koozie
Cub features 612-oz.
removable'insert for hot or
cold liquid rufreshments.
Take 6Ot thi liner aiid keep
your cans ice cold for hours.
Order today!

Item No.

Item No.

Size

Size

Qty

Oty

Item No. Cost. Size
T-Shirts »ef $5.95S.M.L,XL
1. White/Pink Logo-100% cotton
2. White/Puiple'Logo--100% cotton
3. Black/Pink'Sold Out.!' cotton/poly
4. Pink/Blue Sold Out! cotton/poly

Bandanas $18tf $1.95
5. White/Blue Logo .
6. White/Purple Logo» w For
7. Black/Blue Logo"' ' ' bdditional
8.. Black/Purple Logo orders -.please
9. Pink/Blue Logo use

+ 1 5 .separate •
Koozie Cup tfal $3.95. piece
10. Aqua -, .ofpaper.

Cost $

Cost $

My check or money order in the amountof $

Name

Address

Total $ 6

Total $

is enclosed.

City State Zip

Send to: HOTLINE Accessories, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054
California residentsadd 6% sales tax. Offer Valid in U.S. Only

JANUARY 042FEBRUARY1988/15
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 036.----I . -- - 14 j. --I..
- Provides siorage fotivalulbles, lifejackets, wet suits, paddles, and «-''r ,·1.-.• <<<.*.-6Q:51:-* ·

other accessories:_ :, 036 036.-ic#.i- -'.: --- • • " ''' < "•
2 piece construction simplifies mounting toboat with rust proof "-- -".. · ·• ... .·· • ---Afs.· ",·• • • • ·• 1

'--hardwa-re. f---·:..": 7·..· - • • .'· -'' '·-"-·. ·'·..... z. '• ' '---064• .-*-
- ·Noalterationfito theboat • arerequired:-'-:. ·.'... ....... .....::.. 3:.·'I• ... -• :*·el· . - · .. 7.».:... : .

·Has minimal influence onboat's handliftg. ·, .-:...1-: 4-
* · Made of virtually indestructible solid white crosslink-2-- . '·»..0 ...:..... -

polyethylene., ·• :·-····.·• ·.·• ·':·- ".•  036--:·... - ,·'r..... - --:
· Receased can holders for,KatBox  442can coolers.·- '- .· ··• • "·------·-»1 -·-·....
·"Can bd«shipped via U.P.S. -• • • "• · • • i,• ·"-·• '• • ·. .·· · .. ··,- '

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME 2

(219) 232-8066

FACTORY DIRECT ORDERS
For Factory direct orders complete & return this Tgrm to: ,

, 2546Sdrl-Cast PLastics, Inc.
-S• 739 Colege Street=. 'Sad Bend. Idiana 46628

Please send me " ' • " • · KatBox 442comainells) @ .$249.90 ea for a total of
$ ' · .- (Indiana residents add 5% for sales'tax). lam p/ing with: ...·

• " 0 Ceiiified Check or Money Order (No personal checks please) 7 .· .:...-..' /
0 MasterCa![1.

1 OVISA :·, ,· SIGNATURF: .
1·CARD #:• '• • • · "• -·' ·• " ''• ....... .....7. .FXP nAff

1 STREET AnnRF,9,cl
1 CITY• " • ·• '·• "" · ·" • ' STATF:" • ". • 71PCODE:
• • • · - · , · • REQUIRED '

• ' DAY PHONE#: C ' )
I - OFFER GOOD UNTIL FEBRUARY 29,1988

C.:.

2 6/2·-· .. ..,..

--.-4 .
-- -----------

$249.90 «»*f
UPS SHIPPING INCLUDED ,/.'<f*M.A.
UNTIL MAR 1 ·1988 /. -:• :• • 1-4
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CAT EQCIIP has been the leader
in design and marketing of covers
for HOBIE CATS since 1974.
HOBIE HALTERS are the smart way
to protect your HOBIE'S value and
safeguard your HOBIE from harmful
ultraviolet rays, inconsiderate birds,
acid rain and polluted air. You

may choose from three different
fabrics for most boats.

0TECHNALON
Blue Technalon is the most water
repellant, breathable boat cover
available. Any moisture under the
cover quickly evaporates through
the breathable fabric. 24 month
warranty.
Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece full coverage.... $199
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage . ...$ 199
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair ..........$ 65
Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage.... $191
Hobie 14
One,piece cover .. .... ...$ 160

HOBIE COVERS
"Cover It When You're Done Playing With It"

iliff-
pr.'ll/- HALTER COVER
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POLY-COTTOM
Light green 65% polyester/35%
cotton. Secured with velcro and
straps, cover can be used with the
mast up or down. Excellent sun
protection. 24 month warranty.

Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair ........
Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 14
One-piece cover.......

..$175

..$160

..$ 59

..$152

..$127

ACRILAN

Made of heavy duty blue acrilan
canvas with nylon cord ties and
leather chafe straps. Special
acrilan covers are also available
for towing your HOBIE at freeway
speeds. 48 month warranty.
Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece storage ........ $440
Hobie I 8
One-piece trailerable ...... $440
Hobie 16
One-piece storage........ $385
Hobie 16
One.piece trailerable ...... $355
NOTE: Do not attempt to tow covers not
specifically designed for towing.
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RACKS I:111' li,16 1 •
ORDER TOLL FREE

Monday thru Friday, 830-530 PST

ENGINEERED
1 r In California Outside California

TO FIT YOUR 1
1-800-231-4971 1-800-231-5180

LIFESTYLE 4\ 8282 MIRAMAR ROAD
laI. A-• #• "..<-

i

*
Use your

SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 •

The original multi-purpose carrier. credit cards )1
THCILE is perfect for carrying
sailboards, bicycles, skis, kayaks, = 3• /11•etc. The Thule System is designed
to carry them all. Separately or
together. Safely. Securely. ml Viddau•

/rls--i• :illilial
U ..0 11 . .' -'it<

CALL OUR ORDER DESK FOR A FREE THULE CATALOG.
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RESNO
I know Bakersfield, California isn't the state; and here I am with a total crew and worth the drive just for that alone.
I first place that comes to mind when skipper weight of 265 pounds after a big Sunday was even more fun than Satur-
• you think about sailing. The first breakfast. I'm really looking forward to day. Before I pushed off the beach, the
I thing you think of is a hot dry desert this! ' lights were already red. I flipped more just
• with cactus, rattlesnakes, and prairie Did I tell you about the trees on the race getting to the starting line than I did all

dogs. It's not even near the Pacific course? Maybe a word or two wouldn't year. I was sailing with the jib cars all the
Ocean, let alone Interstate 5. For those hurt. In recent years our snow and water way out and the main traveler way past
who continue harboring those thoughts, table has dropped for lack of winter the straps. It was like a double trap reach
you are sadly mistaken. Fleet 167 holds an ' storms. Because of this most of the Cali- when three people on the wire would still
annual race on Lake Isabella in Wofford fornia water systems are far below normal. be one person short. 1'11 never forget
Heights, which is east of Bakersfield Lake Isabella is no exception. There are , going downwind to B mark. I was gaining
about 45 minutes in a gbod car. tree stumps that have popped up, not by on the second place guy, both of us
This year's race made San Francisco the shore. but all over In fact, by C mark sailing like a bat out of hell, when I started

Bay look like a duck pond for aspiring this year you could literally pick the tree my lib. The race was over. The instant
Sabot sailors. Not only is there more wind you liked, tie up to it, and watch the other before I turned, my crew was washed over
than most of us can handle, but the town racers high and dry. For you 18 sailors the side onto the now leeward side. At
is quaint and friendly. They have red, who like adventure, this is your kind of that particular moment the boat didn't
yellow and green lights on the surround- place. I saw a few 18s really going fast, need any more weight on that side. It
ing hills like street lights. Green means only to hit one of those stumps and inflict showed us its displeasure by throwing me
you can sail; yellow means you should great damage on the daggerboard wells. over the mast into orbit. I'rn just thankful I
think about coming in; red means you (!f you think about it, the tree you hit didn't end up skewered on atree stump.
ought to get your butt back on solid could've beenavoided if Californians But it was all a blast with 30-40 range
ground. The lights are no longer enforcea- saved more water.) wind.
ble, thanks to a bit of legal maneuvering By the time the races were under way Some interesting thoughts were logged
by our windsurfing buddies in court. Fol- the lights on the hills were all red. Some- regarding sea room rounding with
lowing the suggestions of the warning how I knew this, since I'd been out of regards to trees and other surprises that
lights, however, makes sense. control for the last three hours. My best • lurked below. I'rn sure they are obstruc-
So here I am pushing my 16 off the finish was the race during which the other tions, but does the IYRU have any

beach on Saturday morning and the boats either broke or flipped. I got a sixth; footnotes or amendments on the subject?
yellow light is blinking like crazy. Once it was the first time that I ever reefed a 16. But 1'11 tell you, if you like wind there's no
locals said the famous, wind-or-not The wind was in the 20-30 range with place like it. I strongly urge you to go
expression, "It's been blowing hard all waves in the 2-3 foot category. check out Lake Isabella. Just make sure
week!" the points counted and the race It's a good thing these people can you put some rocks in your pockets,
was on. But this time you best believe throw a party, because after a hard day of 'cause you're gonna need bm. X1
them and trade in your normal flyweight sailing it's just what the doctor ordered.
crew for the biggest, heaviest crew in the The local people really go all out and it's

A Key Place to Sail / By Dick Blount
JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1988/19
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DY JULIE DENFDO

Al an Francisco Bay was a new
L I experience for a Florida lake
• sailor. Sailing there was like buy-

C 1 1 ing an"E ticket for the scariest
L) ride at Disney World. Further-

more, being an 18 sailor, and
more a 17 sailor, tuning 816 for San
Francisco Bay was also a new
experience.

STRATEGY

In planning our strategy forthe first day
of the Women's National Championship, 1
felt that because of the high winds we
should focus our attention on sailing the
rightcourse and keeping the boat
upright. This strategy proved to be
insufficient because of the calibre of the
other teams. Many of the teams were able
to sail the right course and keep the boat
upright but they sailed faster than us. On
the second day of racing, we knew we
needed to do more if we were going to
win. Tuning the boat proved to be a major
factor in improving our speed.

SAILSHAPE

First on our list was batten tension. We
had to take into consideration three
factors: total crew weight, wind speed,
and waves. I decided to use a moderately
flat sail. It was one flat enough not to
overpower us too much in the heavy air,
but it still provided enough power to drive
us through the steep chop in San
Francisco Bay

JIB HALYARD

It appeared the shrouds were a little
long on these 16s, so we set the shroud
adjusters to the bottom hole of the chain
plate and sheeted thejib in block-to-
block. Then with the assistance of a
strong, handsome guy, the halyard was
tightened. Next the main was sheeted
tight until the sail was relatively flat. We
were trying to achieve a flat main, leaving
two or three inches between the
mainsheet blocks. The two or three
inches is a margin for the normal
loosening up of the rig.

MAST RAKE

Normally, raking the mast aft on the
Hobie 17 and 18 is not advantageous to
me, but it turned out to be just the

' opposite on the 16. By raking the mast
Lback, we brought the center of effort

closer to the rudders so that the rudders Francisco airport would steal our air
could act as centerboards, allowing us to momentarily, then give it back to us in a
point higher and sail faster. Now we were big puff. Once I figured this out, I could
able to sheet in block-to-block, anticipate the lull and the pufl then take
depowering the sail and allowing us to advantage of it.
keep the boat relatively flat, powering
right through the chop. The day before we TRAVELING OUT
had not been able to keep the boat flat
and we were getting stopped by the In a heavy blow it is absolutely
chop. A lot of mast rake is normally not necessary for lightweights to travel out.
advantageous downwind, but in the We traveled out to the hiking strap and
heavy air it proved to be so. With the main sometimes further When you do this, DO
almost all the way out, the aft rake helped NOT PINCH. That's why you traveled out
lift the bow over the waves, preventing in the first place. Also, if you are going to
pitchpoling. travel out on the mainsail, make sure you

travel out the jib. If you don't you will close
WIND INDICATORS the slot and spend most of the time under

the waves.
Wind indicators are very useful in light

and shifty ak. Some people like those TACKING
distracting, $30 gizmos attached to their
bridles, but my choice is an old Beach As most of the women at this year's
Boys cassette tape that self-destructed a women's nationals can attest, tacking in
while back. About six inches of this tape heavy air was at best very difficult. Having
tied to each shroud works great. There's raced a Hobie 14 for a couple of years
about a five-year supply in a cassette helped me considerably. The Hobie 14, for
tape. As the wind increases, wind most people, is the most difficult of all the
indicators have less importance. More Hobies to tack in heavy air, and I used my
emphasis is placed on reading the sails 14 experience to complete a tack that
and feeling the boat speed. might not have made it. The method of

tacking I used was this: I waited until I was
MAINSHEET on top of a wave, then I pushed the tiller

over If the boat came up into the wind
Shortening the mainsheet can eliminate and stopped, I pushed the tiller the

a major distraction While still on the opposite way and made sure the
beach, I decide whether to run 5- or 6-to-1 mainsheet was uncleated. As the boat
purchase, then set my traveler about drifted backwards the rudders steered
three-quarters of the way out and push the boat onto the new tack. Backwinding
the boom out until the sails touch the the jib will also help push the bows
.shrouds. At this point all of the extra around. Once the boat comes around to
mainsheet should be weaved through the where the wind is approximately at the
lacing of the trampoline. If you still have boat's beam, sheet in and head up to a
problems with losing your mainsheet off close hauled course. This very important
the back, take a one-inch wide strip of maneuver helped me tremendously in the
Velcro about ten feet long and weave it heavy air conditions this year.
through the lacing, The mainsheet will Fine tuning the Hobie 16 is just as
stick to the Velcro, keeping it from going important for heavy air as for light air. It's
over the stern of the boat. imperative to tune the boat for the local
SAIL TRIM conditions. Remember the three

important factors: wind, crew weight, and
waves.

Before the start of each race, I decided Of the five women's national
the initial settings for the main and jib championships I have attended, this was
travelers, depending on the wind speed. the most enjoyable. I would especially like
This was usually good for the first to thank Miles Wood and the race
windward leg. Sailing upwind I paid close committee for running some great races. 1
attention to the jib luff, so as not to pinch, would also like to thank my husband,
and the jib tell-tales, so as not to stall. In Gordon Drysdale, who supports me in my
the puffs I dumped the main and then sailing endeavors. XL
eased it back in as the puff subsided. This
was particularly important as low flying
airplanes landing at nearby San

JANUARY 042FEBRUARY1988/21
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Editor's Note: The following story has been
translated from the French. In it, French
journalist Bernard Henry uses journal
entries to describe a trip he tookwith
Laurentand Veronique Bonnet, the pro-
prietors of Hobie Cat Adventure.

• --· ··, ,.1 hursday, December 5. After
L.4 -rl two years of preparation, we

1 -• . 1 are ready atlast! Our object is
1: 1 to follow the African coast on
[-,.] our racing catamaran, to

explore, explore, and explore.
The virus of adventure, the virus of Africa!
At the other end of the expedition we
have a new project: to create an Interna-
tional Hobie Cat Adventure Center. But for
now, three months and 1000 miles before
us is enough to concentrate on.

Tahiti beach, near Dakar. We have been
waiting two days for the wind. At last, a
little breeze in the early afternoon. Ready
to set off! We head straight for N'gaparou.
It is easy sailing and wonderful weather.
We try to fish but we're not very good at it
yet.

Flutterings of multi-colored butterflies
accompany us from time to time and
superb flying fish pass before our eyes
above the waves. It is about 5 p.m. when
the wind drops again. What do we do? In
two hours it will be dark. We decide to
stop at a beach near the village of
N'dayane. Suddenly on the horizon a
large black mass appears, or rather a
multitude of rollers crashing onto the
beach.

Our first shore break. We must choose
the best way through, where the sea is
calmest. We watch the waves awhile, then
we take the plunge. Laurent rows as the
wind has dropped. I take the helm. Above
all I must not let the craft turn. I must stay
at right angles to the waves. It's the swell
that will push us as far as the beach. With
the waves unfolding we are barely in
control anymore, and the speed of accel-
eration is impressive. The waves finally
break. Well shaken, we look at each other.
Phew! Everything's okay.

We have crossed our first African shore
break successfully. A goat herder
approaches with his goats very surprised
to see us here. He mutters a few words in
French and helps us pull the catamaran
up onto dry sand. For the next few hours
Senegalese people came to talk and to
look at us. The fishermen explain the
winds and the frequency of the shore
break. We are a little concerned about our
departure the next morning in case the
wind doesn't appear. A fisherman advises
us to leave the next morning at 8 a.m.
when the sea is calm and the wind is
rising.

We fall asleep with our heads full of
breakers, but we haven't pulled the cata-
maran far up the beach and we're not

sure how high the tide comes in. In the
middle of the night, we get up and watch
the rising tide for two hours. Finally it turns
and we go back to sleep.

Friday, December 6. Up at 6 a.m.,
slightly nervous about the waves, the sea
still is not calm. The shore break consists
of a series of seven-to-nine-foot rollers,
followed by a calm. As forecasted, around
8 a.m. the calms become longer. All our
friends from the previous evening have
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come to help us. We pull the catamaran to
the edge of the last wave. "Now!" shouts
the fisherman, as a great green wall rises
100 meters away. We're off. Laurent at the
helm, the well rises, and we must get
clear. And we only have twenty seconds. 1
watch the wall crash down as if by mira-
cle. At every wave the catamaran moves
a lot and we have to push the boat to get it
back onto the water as quickly as possi-
ble. A second wave and then a third in

quick succession. That's it. We've made it.
And now straight for Sali, ten miles from

N'Dayane. The sky is grey; it's windy and
cold out at sea. Laurent and Veronique
get to Sali at about 10 a.m., and they meet
up with friends who live on their yacht off
Palm Beach. They set off again the next
morning for the river Saloum under a
cold, grey sky that clears in the afternoon.

Nearby, the coast seems deserted
apart from a few little villages. At about 4
p.m., the river appears behind a small
point of land. The area is beautiful. The
sea in front, the Saloum behind, and all
beneath the towers of the Dinouar mos-
que.

With the help of the sails and the moor-
ing ropes, Laurent and Veronique tow
their boat through the passage from the
sea into the river. We quickly pass several
sand banks which we notice at the last
minute. We try to reach an island in the
middle of the river. Impossible! The sea is
too rough and the catamaran can't take
such a shaking. We go off to the south,
forced to take the long way around to
avoid the sand banks and the islands. We
had wanted to have a look at the Saloum
and its meanderings, but the wind takes
up off to Gambia. No more land in sight,
only the sea, animated by a swell from far
out. Early in the afternoon, as the wind
drops, the coast of Gambia appears on
the horizon. If the wind drops anymore,
we may not arrive until midnight and we
still have ten miles to go.

I'm ill-at-ease amid the crossing waves
and the swell. A real see-saw! Finally, after
several attempts, we get to the beach. We
don't even really know where we are, as
the map isn't precise. We find out that
we're near Bakan, a place that was
invaded bythe English. They help us pull
Corto Maltese up onto the beach. We're
exhausted; it's been a hard day but we're
happy

They even had the luxury of whizzing
down the Sine Saloum, fully loaded, at the
speed of 15 knots. At times, the journey
had its emotional moments, like the shore
break that almost upturned us at Cape
Skiring; or the numerous wasp attacks at
Guinea-Bissau; or the terrible fevers on
the island of Bovonene. Also, the superb
acrobatic departure in reverse in the mid-
die of a cross current with the cross wiqd
blowing the boat flat against the jetty at
Bissau. That day the local crowd gave
them a really exuberant ovation.

The base camp at each stage con-
sisted of the boat; sand, and sometimes
the inhabitants, like last night, spent in the
strange luxury of a baldaquin bed in the
middle of a modest hut with dried shrimps
strewn on the ground, letting off a fairly
revolting smell. Every welcome is friendly
and attentive. At Tonbab Djambar they
think the whites are brave but a bit mad,
too. One must see that the appearance of
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this double light weight canoe, pushed by requisitioned for the transport of army
the wind, with no engine, puts their troops, with the captain enthroned on the
assessment close to the mark. Today's bow in full uniform.
fish is being barbecued. We spend our The incertitude of coasts where no boat
nights and eat our meals in the fresh air, has ever risked its keel, or perhaps where
around a campfire surrounded with no white has set foot for generations is
friends. Their grand project is to grow a exhilarating. For days on end the drums
croquet lawn The Anglo-Saxons strike of the Ballantas, tribes of Guinea-Bissau,
again! show their presence without making any

From this base camp well strike out in visual manifestation whatsoever, just like
search of coasts, villages, and fishing the old adventure stories.
boats. Our 18 footer is quite spacious for a We discovered waters unknown to nau-
racing catamaran. It's roundedness can tical authorities. It's true that very often,
take up to 180 kilos of material other than the sea maps improperly show the coast,
equipment. We advance rather slowly for without attention to the real curves and
a while as the wind is light at this time of sand banks that appear as far as two
the season, but the boat is equipped with miles out to sea. Our only depth sounder
a superb, big sail and a new kind of fin was the color of the water, the look of the
which enables Veronique and Laurent to waves, the flocks of birds and the pink
maintain an average of 8-11 knots per 15 flamingos, with their 60 centimeter legs
knots of wind. giving an idea of the depth. And then from

They believe in it so strongly that Lau- time to time, the shore break returns. The
rent has to draw the plans for a canoe with remains of the swell coming from the
two lateral pins, an optimist's rig and two great Atlantic depressions create a rising
wings for a fisherman. Perhaps in the landscape. Faced with this rising, unpity-
future this new type of boat will appear on ing wall from Liberia to the Ivory Coast, as
the west African Coast. Further on, dangerous as the political problems in
toward the island of Dangara up the twists Liberia, dreams are impotent. The secret
of Bissagos, we meet women fishing for gardens of Africa are safe . . . Thus
shrimps, up to their waists in the water, caught in Sierra Leone by the Liberian
despite the icy winds of the early morning putsch we learn to love this country. White
or the night. And in Guinea, the boat is sand, blue sky, 30-degree C water, warm

people, paradise island, the Sierra Leone
is a dream place, still unknown.

Other catamaran enthusiasts like us
would love this country. Little by little, a
project developed and grew in our minds,
and after a year of strident preparation the
International Hobie Cat Adventure Center
opened in La Rochelle ... but that's
another story. SL

THE GREATSLIDE

After a season in La Rochelle, notable for
the public's passion for"Speed and Slide"
holidayson catamarans and racing Hobie
Cats, HOBIE CAT ADVENTURE launches
African "Speed and Slide"holidays. For
information on howyou can take part in a
Hobie holiday on the Pacific coastof
Africa, contact:

Hobie Cat Adventure
Center International Laurent Bonnet
Esplanade St Jean d'Acre
f-17000 La Rochelle
FRANCE
tel: 46.50.55.84
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T-1 few sailors just won't ever get
• • used to packing their boats

away for the winter. For them,
/r-1 i the thought of spending three
/ I, A • or four months not sailing is

like giving up their favorite
food or well, you get the idea. But these
sailors are faced with a problem. How can
they sail, assuming the body of water near
them is not frozen, and still stay warm, dry
and, most importantly, safe?

In fact, it's not easy. Winter weather
presents several problems. First, and
most obviously, its gets pretty darn cold.
Let's say the temperature is 35 degrees.
That's just above the freezing point, but
most lakes will not have glazed over
because their water temperature will be
slightly higher. But the air will actually feel
colder. If you are thinking of sailing, there
will have to be wind. This wind will lower
the"feel" of the air in direct proportion to
the speed of the breeze. A ten-mile-per-
hour wind will make the air feel like 20
degrees. Now, once you get out on the
water and build speed, you are creating
your own wind, adding this onto the wind
chill factor (unless you are going down-
wind in which case your speed and the
wind's speed will tend to cancel each
other).

So, air temperature is one problem. The
next is water temperature. Every sailor
knows, or should know, the dangers of
hypothermia, that draining of body
warmth to the point of injury or death. The
colder the water, the bigger the risk. In
water near the freezing point (and it
doesrit even have to be that cold) hypo-
thermia can begin to manifest itself almost
immediately.

Spotting the effects of hypothermia is
very important. Its early detection can
save a life. The first symptom is usually
deep shivering. This is the body's way of
trying to create more warmth. Ever find
yourself sleeping in a cold room, but
waking up in a sweat? That's because
your body has generated its own heat
and you hdve perspired just as if you had
been exercising. Of course, when you are
in water, this heat cannot build up and is
just washed away.

A second symptom of hypothermia is
disorientation. Sailors may seem to go

0
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"blank" for a few seconds, forget to sheet
in or out or even change personalities.
Sailors can also become very clumsy and
fumble for lines and equipment. Finally,
once the hypothermia has lowered the
core body temperature of the victim
enough, he or she may seem to be
drugged or drunk. In a few minutes, the
victim could be dead.

Physically, symptoms of hypothermia
are easier to spot. The easiest way to see
it Coming is to check for bluish lips and
skin. Blood vessels near the surface of the
skin will restrict in cold conditions, thus
preventing loss of heat from the cir-
culatory system.

Although hypothermia is more familiar
to sailors as it relates to submersion in
water, it is possible to become hypother-
mic from overexposure to cold air. This is
almost always because a sailor has not
prepared for the cold conditions, or has
simply stayed out too long. Of course,
exposure to the air is exacerbated when
spray and splashing soak through outer
garments.

Hypothermia from submersion in water
is much more dangerous however. Water
conducts heat about 25 times faster than
air. In water that is near the freezing point,
acute hypothermia can develop in ten
minutes or less. Of course, this danger is
also present in summer sailing, but those
sailors braving winter weather must be
especially aware.

(Danger also awaits your boat when
winter sailing. The last issue of HOTLINE
contained a piece titled "Tuck Your Hobie
in for the Winter." Winter sailors should not
only follow this advice once, but must
perform some of these tasks after every
sail. Most important, of course, is to drain
a# water from the hulls, wells, wing sockets
and other depressions. The power of freez-
ing water could crack the hulls.)

Threethingscanhelpreducethedan-
gers of winter sailing. The first is adequate
preparation. Not only should your boat be
fit to sail, but you should too. The body
works harder in winter doing its normal
tasks. Sailing in winter will put a bigger
strain on your systems than summer sail-
ing. So, if you're not up to it, don't do it.

Preparation also means adequate pro-
tection from the cold. Always wear a
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personal notation device, or PFD. This can
be critical. Don't just have it on the boat,
wear it. More on this later.

One way to fight the cold air and water is
with a wetsuit. But not the colorful thin jobs
you can wear in the spring and summer.
Sailing in cold air demands a thick,
"smooth-skin" suit. Winter wetsuits should
be at the very least 3mm thick. To be safe,
you might want to add an extra millimeter.
Some companies make 5mm suits, but if
you think you need one of these for the
conditions, then it's just too cold to be
sailing.

A lot of heat can be lost through the
hands, feet and especially the head, so
these need protection as well. Thick, neo-
prene gloves and booties that provide
something of a seal around the ankles and
wrists are a good choice. For the head,
nothing beats a good wool knit hat.
Artificial fabrics just don't make it for keep-
ing in warmth.

A trend that began in northern Europe
and has quickly gained acceptance in this
country is the wearing of dry suits. Ask any
sailor in the North Sea or the Baltic what
his or her favorite piece of equipment is
and theyll probably mention their dry suit.
Now dry suits themselves don't keep you
warm. It's the clothing you can wear under
the dry suits that helps. A good dry suit will
be tightly sealed around all openings so
that virtually no water can leak through.
This means you can don your favorite
woolies, high-tech long johns, or even a
down jacket underneath it. Of course,
hands, feet and head will still need protec-
tion with neoprene.

One effective undergarment for dry suit
wear is polypropylene underwear. This
material will wick away perspiration from
the skin and help eliminate that clammy
feeling sailors sometimes get when they
sweat. Some sailors combine the best of
both worlds and wear a wetsuit under a
dry suit. Others thinkthis just adds to the
clamminess.

OK, lets assume you've prepared your-
self adequately and are going to use good,
common sense about the length of your
sail. The second way to mitigate the dan-
gers of cold weather sailing really should
have been learned long before winter. That
skill is how to right the boat quickly This
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usually means that you should find a friend
to sail with you. Before you head out, be
sure you'vegotenough weighton the boat
to right it. There probably won't be many
other boaters out there, so help may not be
forthcoming. When righting, stand about in
the middle of the hull with the righting line
over the hull. Have your crew uncleat the
sails so the fabric doesn't hold water. Be
surethe top of the mast is pointed into the
wind so the wind will be able to get under
the sail and help lift the rig. Lean back
slowly and, unless the boat has turtled, you
should be back up and sailing in a few
seconds. If you don't already know all this,
however, forget sailing for this winter. Right-
ing the boat should be practiced until you
can do it easily every time. Winter is not the
time to start learning.

Now, let's say that you have flipped your
boat and have not been able to right
quickly. Meanwhile, you're treading water
that's hovering above freezing. Should you

• swim in, stay with the boat or keep trying to
right it? A lot depends on where you are
sailing. If you are very close to shore (and
you probably should be when sailing dur-
ing the winter) and swimming in will not
strain your body too much, then swimming
in may not be a bad idea. But keep in mind
that the early stages of hypothermia impair
judgement and a distance that looks easy
at first may turn out to be longer Also recall
the effects of tides and currents. If you
have already been in the water for awhile,
you maybe affected by hypothermia. If
you have the slightest doubt about
whether to swim or stay with the boat,
definitely stay with the boat. Statistics show
that those who stay with the boat stand a
greater chance of survival than those who
do not. If you feel that your boat is really
stuck in a capsize, it's best not to keep
trying to right it. Instead, get out of the
water and up onto the boat. The less time
you spend in the water and the less body
area you expose to the cold water, the
better off you are.

Let's assume the worst has happened
and you are stranded in the water. Your
boat has deserted you and you are hear-
ing the strains of"Nearer My God to Thee."
This brings us to the third skill you'll need
for winter sailing. What you do in the next
few minutes could save your life. First you
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should be wearing your PFD. There's little mia. Don't let a victim talk you out of
hope without it. Work to keep your head helping. Also, don't rely on the victim to tell
above the water since this area has no fat you when he or she is feeling well again.
layer to protect it against the cold. Second, It's a fact that many hypothermia victims
pull your legs up toward your chest and die in a good mood. As soon as possible,
hold your arms down tightly against your take the patient to the closest hospital,
sides. This is the Heat Escape Lessening clinic or doctor's office.
Posture, or HELR• It is impossible to use Perhaps the most important thing to
HELP unless you are wearing a PFD. If you remember about rescuing a hypothermia
assumethe HELP postureandyour PFD victim is that they may appear dead, but
is tending to roll you face down in the be very much alive. Never assume any-
water, then modify the position by moving thing. Always treat a hypothermia victim as
your arms to another spot against the an emergency case. Carry out the rescue
body; or lowering your legs slightly: The full procedure as best you can and get the
HELP position can reduce heat loss by as victim to a doctor right away. Don't give up.
much as 50 percent and even a modified Even people who have been under water
position will significantly increase the time for an hour in freezing temperatures have
you can survive in the water. been able to be revived and 16ad normal,

What should you do if you come to the healthy lives. Last year, there 9/as no sign
rescue of a hypothermia victim? First, of of life in a young boy who had apparently
course, check their breathing to be sure drowned and frozen in a river He's alive
they have a clear airway Then, check their today because rescuers administered
heart rate. If these signs are active, then CPR and rushed the boy to the hospital
proceed. Otherwise, immediately admin- where he was slowly warmed and revived.
ister CPR, or cardio-pulmonary Now even if all this sounds a little dire,
resuscitation, a technique everybody don'tlet it dissuade you from sailing during
should know (Call your local chapter of the the winter if conditions permit. Winds are
Red Cross for information on where to often at their best during the winter and
learn this important skill.) you're bound to have much of the water all

Next, make the victim as warm and dry to yourself. In fact, sailing in the winter can
as possible. Wrap them in blankets, sleep- be fun. Just remember to think ahead.
ing bags or whatever else is available, as Prepare with adequate protection. Know
long as it's dry Next, begin removing the how to right your boat in the event of a
wetsuit or other covering. But do this gen- capsize, know what to do in case you are
tly Since the core body temperature will stranded in the water, learn the HELP
have been lowered, the heart will be very position, learn CPR and use common
sensitive. It may become irregular if the sense to tell yourself when you've had
body is bumped around a lot. If the situa- enough. By the way, it's a good idea to
tion calls for it, wrap your naked body notify a friend or relative before you head
around the naked body of the victim. This for the water. They'll say you're crazy for
is not the time to be shy and you can get to sailing in such cold weather, but then they
know each other better later. This will help don't know how much fun it can be, do
stop the heat loss. they? Al

Since the victim's system will still be quite
sensitive, never give a hypothermia victim
anything to drink. The tendency is to have
them swallow something hot, but, hot or
cold, nothing should be given. This is
because the muscles have been affected.
The swallowing muscle may not be able to
direct the liquid and the victim may end up
inhaling it into the lungs.

Remember, the victim may not think any
of this is necessary because he or she
may be affected mentally by the hypother-
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By Colin Hancox

CZ=1 he Hobie legend lives on: pulsat-
ing heat; palm trees; ice-cold
beer and forty identical Hobie

|/ 14s. What else can a person live
11 for? After a false start in Mexico,
" the 1987 Hobie 14 World Champi-

onship was moved to Mauritius in the
Indian Ocean. What a venue! The Fiesta

. de.Mer (Festival·of the Seas) happened to
be running at the same time, plus a trans-
ocean international yacht race. The island
was abuzz with colorful people, different
dialects, and spicey foods. Mauritius is an
ex-volcanic island that brushes a sky sup.-
ported by dense, green bush flowing into
the brilliant. blue Indian Ocean. Surround-
ing the island is a coral reef that provides
inshore shelter from the swell action and
stirs up food for the big fish outside.

From Tahiti, France, Switzerland,
Ireland, Australia, Mauritius, Spain, Brazil,
America and South Africa, competitors
rolled in, stripping off winter clothes and
ripping out baggies and suntan lotion.
The current world champion was unfortu-
nately missing due to business, and a few
hot Australians were perhaps concentrat-
ing on the next America's Cup. But the
competition was there.

The Tahitians were the hottest contend-
ers, with veterans Kitty Salmon Hiro de
Meyer leading the South Pacific pack.
The Mauritians were an unknown force
with local knowledge. And could South
African Blaine Dodds, a former world
champion, make a comeback?

The pre-qualifying series started on
Thursday, September 22, in a light, on-
shore, westerly breeze. The courses were
set due west of the luxurious champion-
ship headquarters hotel, Troux-aux-
biches. Outside the coral reef, anchoring
the mark far enough out to sea was a
problem in over 200 meters of water on a
shelf that disappeared in a hurry. Twenty
sailors from the pre-qualifying went
through to the championship series with a
few unfortunates who had to suffer a
week on a tropical isle. Three races were
sailed in light, flukey conditions with
onshore winds and a nasty little chop for
the fat guys. Nino Salmon from Tahiti was
victorious in this event and started off on a
psychological high.

A welcoming party was held on Friday
night with the sports and entertainment
team doing their thing. These guys Were

,- amaziog,.working.allday teaching wind-_ .
surfing, bkiing and diving, then putting on
a show at night with much hilarity in the

' French flavor. A Michael Jackson look-a-
like was superb with ankle-crushing break
dancing.

The start of the actual world champion-
ship was on Saturday at 2 p.m. This
allowed the international yacht race to
start, an event sponsored by the Beach-
comber group of hotels on the island. The
race started off in a light wind similar to

Photography By Noelle Duck

Sailors were told to expect one of the most beautiful islands in the world. They got it.
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Differences in tuning styles were evidentassailors from various nations adjusted
their n'gs on the beach

Mauritius exuded tropical charm and the peoplewere as friendly as any sailor
could want.

the previous day. The boats wallowed in
: · towards the coral reef with a few tacking

way up the middle of the course. Lucky
-• ' , them. The boats tacking close to the coral

'.' reef were headed back to the starting
,/. area and then gently lifted. Gerard Koper
.-' · • of South Africa scored the best out of all

f the boats by rounding the weather mark
f ," first, followed by the Tahitians and Blaine

1 Dodds.The Tahitians and Allan Lawrence
sneaked past Koper with Dodds running

: i too low and dropping right back. With
: great tenacity, Allan Lawrence worked his

way to the front and crossed the line first.
' The second race began at about 3:30

1 pm. in the same light wind. The wind
-· slowly died away 20 seconds before the
= start with the current forcing boats over

- early. A 180-degree windshift then
popped through after a general recall and
the race was re-started in the approach-
ing sunset. The wind from the opposite

3. direction lifted the old sloppy chop into a
· -• · neat surfing wave and the sail back to the
.. .....' beach was amazing with flying fish skitter-

ing over the waves and flopping back into
the warm, blue water.

Sunday saw the wind switch to off-
' shore, which is what all the heavies had

been waiting for. The mean wind for the
area was 20 knots offshore, 10 knots for
the day, to provide some interesting rac-
ing. Wind switches in the short courses
didn't allow for much catching up in the
case of mistakes. With the marks difficult
to move, some of the courses were debat-

, . able. It was the same for all competitors,
..·. however, and the organizers needed to

-' ·' have as many races as possible. Paul
'.- Thomas, the South African champion,

had a bad day by just sticking his nose
over the line before the gun. Dipping back
but not re-rounding the ends, this resulted
in a PMS since the one minute rule
applied. The boat speed king, Mr. Sean

- Ferry, capsized just after the start, set off
in a second, and pulled up to fourth-an
amazing performance. The Mauritians
were all up front with the Tahitians, hang-
ing in there waiting for the wind. In the last
race of the day, Allan Lawrence of South

-· Africa built an enormous lead and kept
pulling away all the time.

,· Monday started with the wind a good
1 -; 1 15 knots for a super-long, three-triangle
- . _ course. After a heavy beat up to the

- • weather mark, it was no relief to know that
-· ' two more rounds were to come. The
*=.F**• reach along the coral reef was outstand-
.2,«s.. ing with maximum power pushing the

-1323+'-1 boats along. The racing finished at 2 p.m.
»·32:e: sincetimewas running out for two more
,·,·-· - races. The afternoon was spent ruining

the local golf course and helping the
Mauritian golf ball industry stage a vital
economic recovery.

- This setting for the world championship
must have been one of the best ever. You
could start the day with a snorkel along
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Itsure can become hecticwhen goodsailors are battling for first as this water-level view indicates. No word on the
photographer's fate.

the reef or game of tennis, dive into a Tuesday had the palm trees holding
superb breakfast, then off to some < onto their roots for the final two days of
amazingly exciting Hobie racing, followed racing. The first race was a screamer
by waterskiing/golf/boardsailing. When around a course with a reach past the
the day was done you could settle down coral reef off to the windward mark. It was
with a free Sundowner beer, yet another very exciting sailing. On the way back to
sumptious evening seafood meal, an eve- the island you could see an approaching
ning show, full disco and, to end the day, thunderstorm, which arrived in the middle
the Casino Rupee Guzzler. of the second race. Gusts of up to 30

The split was announced on Monday knots were making things lively but only a
night with most people, including the few boats capsized. After a lunch interval
manager, ending up in the pool. A couple the next race started in 20 knots, followed
of security guards arrived on the scene by a fourth and last race. The casino was
and in the friendly Mauritian way sug- empty that night and coconuts vibrated
gested that more fun would be had on the off the trees with the snoring. Blaine
beach. Leading at this stage was Allan Dodds had a superb day with two firsts, a

• Lawrence (South Africa), Hiro de Meyer fifth and a sixth to pull him from 28th to
(Tahiti), and David Kruyt (South Africa). 7th overall. The top three were steady with
Following were the Mauritians and Tahi- Hiro de Meyer moving up to second, four
tians. points behind Allan Lawrence.
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The final day saw the Duke and Duch-
ess of York (Andrew and Fergie to some)
gracing the occasion by watching the
proceedings off a large catamaran. An
armada of camera and press people
arrived with Nikon and Kodak scoring
well in the day. The wind was a good 20
knots and was still easterly and offshore.
Boats jockeyed to get a good start, being
careful not to be over early with the one-
minute rule in effect. Lawrence streaked
away to win, almost putting the seal on it
with one more race to go. Hiro de Meyer
needed to beat him by eight places to
take the title. Lawrence, after a bad start
in the last race, pulled up to second and,
finally, against hot competition, had won a
world championship. [For complete
results, see "Hobie Racing."] 1-
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F-1 El

-7 cholars generally agree that it
• • • • has been about six million

years since the glaciers
washed southward out of

L __,/Northern Canada down into
ll-• what we now call the states of
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
and New York. Besides the obvious prob-
lems caused by this age of ice to whoever
or whatever was inhabiting the continent
at this time, there were substantial bene-
fits to the land that would be exploited by
those who would follow in the glaciers
retreat eons later. One such benefit was
the creation of a water-recreation para-
dise of huge holes that were filled in by
melting glacier water in the wake of
warmer weather.
In addition to the five Great Lakes of

Michigan, Huron, Superior Ontario, and
Erie, myriad smaller bodies of water were
created by fingers of the glaciers. Today
the water is clear, pure, deep, and surpris-
ingly warm enough in the summer
months (up to the mid-70 range) to host
some of the finest sailing events you
could ever hope to find Elk Lake,Michi-
gan was such a place. It hosted the 1987
Hobie 14 and 14 Turbo National Champi-
onships during the last few days of
August and the first four days of Sep-
tember.
Elk Lake lies in the uppe4 left-hand

corner of Michigan's "mitten" between
Petosky and Traverse City, and just east of
Grand Traverse Bay, 44 degrees 52' lati-
tude north and 85 degrees 22' west. The
lake is in an area that produces warm,
temperate summers with crisp nights and
cold, but highly enjoyable winters in the
heart of Michigan's ski country. Asfall
approaches, the winds tend to blow over
the lake from southwest to west in a very
pleasant and reasonable sailing range of
12-15 knots. The water still clings to that
magic 70.degree range near the surface,
even when the leaves on the towering
oaks and maples are showing tell-tale
signs of red and yellow.
On Meguzee Point in the northwest

corner of Elk Lake's 200-foot depths is a
family vacation retreat called While Birch
Lodge. There, on a sandy beach formed
by the mouth of the Elk River, the Hobie
14s found a safe place to sleep com-
pletely protected from the nine-mile long
main body of the lake. White Birch offers a
dramatically different setting for this
regatta than the towering, high-rise hotels

1-1 1--1 El El

usually associated with beach resorts and
"Monte Carlo" type regattas. Here the
pristine beauty of nature at its finest is yet
preserved. In the evenings deer meander
to the water's edge in the fading light of
unbroken sunsets. It was here the twenty-
five boats gathered to enjoy good racing,
food, and companionship at a sight that
was befitting of such a meeting.
The race committee decided to tailor

the event to the demands of a champion-
ship series and the desires of contestants
to compete on a level that challenged
their skills. The races had to be sailed in
an open area to take advantage of the
steady southwest and westerly breezes.
Races could not be too long and
tiresome. The finish must always remain
achievable without becoming debilitating,
but they must also be challenging. The
committee deemed one-and-a-half mile
legs appropriate and the competitors
responded happily to a 16-race series with

0 El 0 El

eight races each in the 14 Classic and
Turbo events. Course durations were
between 30 and 50 minutes and wind
velocities ranged from six to twenty-six
knots, the average being twelve to sixteen
knots.
Both the Turbo series and the 14 Classic

had races in light and heavy air, with the
majority of sailing in the mid-velocity
range that kept hulls in the air when going
upwind, and kept the boats in back chal-
lenging the leaders with steady and
usually predictable oscillations that are
the trademarks of inland-lake sailors.
Sailing out of White Birch Lodge offered

a unique opportunity to keep the contes-
tants together from the start to the finish of
an event. Instead of gathering in the
morning, sailing two or three races and
then separating, the lodge planned three
meals a day in their dining hall that gave
everyone a chance to swap stories and
experiences. The camaraderie off the
race course tended to ease some of the
normal tension that accompanies cham-
pionship events.
Racing for the turbos got underway on

the weekend of August 29 and 30. Both
days provided a variety of conditions with
at least partly sunny skies and six to
fifteen knots of wind. Wind shifts of fifty to
sixty degrees kept the committee busy
and the racers working hard to stay
ahead of a general clockwise swing. From
the start it was apparent that Robert Curry
had "come to teach, whilst all the others
had come to learn." The regatta was this
author's first opportunity to watch Curry
perform his magic. There is simply no
doubt that Bob has become a very mas-
terful individual when it comes to maxing
out the potential of these boats.
On Monday, with a cold front and storm

beating up on the fleet, Curry showed his
heels to everyone (again). Several com-
petitors discovered that a long, deep lake
can act a lot like an ocean if the wind
blows hard enough. One skipper who
shall remain nameless, was absolutely
convinced (after his third capsize) that
both mast and hulls were full of water!
After atow to the beach, however, only a
few drops of condensation were found in
either- a clear testimonial to the "wearing
effects" of cold, heavy winds puffing to
over 30 knots.
One lesson was very clear: when the

wind begins to blow hard on any deep
lake a rather dramatic change occurs

El El 0 0
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almost instantly-the cold, deeper water
quicklyturns over, dropping the surface
temperature ten to twenty degrees. Even
a wet or dry suit could not lessen the
numbing effects the cold water had on
struggling, capsized sailors. This day no
harm was done, however, and the hot
showers, hot food, and brandy of the
evening brought new life to the group as
we got ready forthe 14 Classic series to
get started.

With the dawning of Tuesday the jibs
came off as boats were made ready to do
battle again. The lay-day gave everybody
a chance to relax a bit, and for the
adventurers, a chance to explore. Steve
and Stella Acquart, who came all the way
from San Antonio, Texas, took off for a
look at Canada, while the rest of the
competitors just relaxed! I didn't see Bob
Curry that day, but my guess is that he
practiced. The 14 Classic series was
sailed in pretty moderate conditions. Mon-

El 0 0 ID

day's storm had left a"stationary high"
from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic
coast, and while it didn't blow the bark off
the trees, the wind was more than ample
and the weather absolutely beautiful.

This time Curry managed to prove he
was human after all by not winning every
single race he entered. In race number
four on Thursday; Bob actually finished
third. As a member of the race committee,
I was able to watch this man sail very
closely and there is something that simply
has to be said: If the old analogy is true
that"to err is human," when it comes to
single-handed catameran racing, Bob
Curry is just a little less human than the
rest of us.

Both Boyd Bass and Stan Woodruff
from McAlaster, Oklahoma and New Bal-
timore, Michigan, respectively, sailed
extremely well in this series. Acquart also
sailed well, and only he and Bass were
able to finish ahead of Curry. That was

El El El El

only once in the fourteen races they
sailed against him.

As in any really good sailing event, the
winners make up a bigger list than those
who trophy. In this case, it seemed every-
one who came won. There was plenty to
do besides race and the racing left noth-
ing to be desired. I'm sure the sailors had
fun and I know the committee enjoyed the
work. Together we all shared experiences
over good beans, partids, bonfires,
guitars, rum punch, and a brand new
form of"double ping-pong" with two play-
ers on each side and two tables used
simultaneously. The racing, in spite of
Curry's dominance, was close and the
competition was keen. The fleet from
Oklahoma (or at least their patrons) said
they'd like to put on the show next year if
they could. I hope they do; it's never too
soon to start planning for a new list of
winners. [For complete results see"Hobie
Racing.7 X1
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/'-7 or those who were there, the
f f 1987 Women's Hobie 16 National

l--7 Championshipwasaregatta
1 f that will be hard to forget. This
U was no powderpuff derby,

ladies' day; or four-day cruise on
the bay. Words to describe it would more
likely include grueling, intense, verrry com-
petitive and FUN! According to Anne
Karnitschnig, the only woman who has
competed in every women's nationals
since they've been held, this was the
toughest it has ever been. Not only were
the conditions consistently rougher, but
the caliber of sailors was also higher.

Twenty-five teams from all over the U.S.
came to compete, some in hopes of
becoming the next national champion,
some to race against the best, and some
to check out Napa Valley and go wine
tasting when the going got rough!

The team of Julie Renfro and Cindy
Deans edged out yours truly and Jana
Seaman in the final race of the series to
win by .75 points. In fact, no one was
quite sure who the winners were until they
were announced at the awards dinner,
after breakdown average points were
computed. Third place went to Laurie
Robertson and Sue Brenny (it was Lau-
rie's first time steering in a regatta) and

16o jko
last year's champion Linda Leon and they gave up trying to figure it out, they
sister Susan Leth (even with four first were at the airport!
places!) placed fourth. In fifth was Tequila When talking to women who normally
Sheila Holmes and Kathy Whittington crew for men, they said this regatta was
from Texas. much different from others. There was a

There's always something special about lot more teamwork involved. Instead of
a women's regatta. Certain nuances listening and waiting for orders from the
come out and although everyone can be skipper, there was more sharing of deci-
just as competitive as the men, there's a sions and helping all around. In the tactics
special camaraderie that exists, sort of area, many crews had the chance to use
mutual respect for being in a male-domi- the knowledge they had acquired during
nated sport. And when it blows like stink, the season but werent in the position to
or as Miles would say, "When it's blowing try until now There was the obvious call-
dogs off chains!" the respect is even ing of laylines and timing of starts, but
higher. This was definitely the case at this also help in the area of rules like tacking
year's nationals. While we all looked like too close, or sailing high or low to attack
men on the water with all our drysuits, life or defend a position.
jackets, and wet hair, I still remember We also had to team up on strength to
someone yelling over to Jana and me before help each other. For instance, with some
the start of another grueling number 7 in teams it took two to pull the traveler up, to
20 knots, asking if anyone has a brush! cleat the main sheet (Most seldom had it
And in the last race when asked why one uncleated unless there was a good rea-
team went way past the layline and all the son, like the cleat was too high, although
way to the airport to check their bags, Julie was able to leave hers uncleated
thus having to sail practically dead down- much of the time.), and to pull each other
wind to get to the windward mark, they back on the boat when we accidentally
answered it whs because they had seen fell off! I'm sure that the guys reading this
something with eyes and a bumpy head are saying we should get used to leaving
that came up in front of their boat and the main uncleated like they do, but
slipped back down. They had to discuss should we in an average of four races per
what it was (or wasn't) and by the time day in an average of twenty knots with

The women had challenging conditions throughouttheir series. Double trapping was thenorm.
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More than one woman took a tumble, and a cold swim, in the heatofcompetition.

Course 3s and 7s? Point were super, too. They went out of
On land we helped each other rig our their way to help us in every way.

boats and even shared advice with our Usually at regattas you meet lots of
competitors. Of course, we were always people and make new friends. If it's an
ready for suggestions and help from our especially fun or windy regatta it
male friends. In fact, there was practically becomes special in your memories. For
a line waiting for Alan Egusa to fine tune me this was the case. I decided to drive to
the rigging! the site a few days early when I heard

Not enough can be said about the some of the locals like Paul and Jenny
organization of the nationals. From pre- Pascoe would be doing practice races
arrival time there was a world record set the weekend before. Kim Williams came
on time to assemble a Hobie 16. Seventy with me to scope it out, too, and flew
people volunteered from Fleet 20 and home to report local conditions to her
assembled four boats in less than four- skipper for the open nationals. We had
teen minutes! Mike Ettl, the regatta good winds that didn't come up until the
director, had everything under control at late afternoon so we had lazy mornings to
all times and was always smiling even see a little of the city. When my crew, Jana
when things got rough. That's probably Seaman, arrived on Monday she pulled
why so many people from Fleet 20 didn't up in Gail Casher's humongous motor-
mind working overtime. The Fleet was so home with her skipper Marcie Moore in
helpful and friendly they really set the tow They had already dubbed them-
mood. And then there was Miles Wood selves"Team Hol lywood" and 1 was
and his crew from Hobie Cat. Miles has to invited to climb aboard. We pulled up to
be the funniest guy around when it comes the beach and had beachfront property,
to running a regatta. His objective of which was really convenient for staying
keeping it fun definitely has an effect on close to the action. We set out to rig the
everyone and keeps things in perspec- boats (for us and the opens, you lucky
tive. Paul Ulibarri, our beach captain, was guys) and I learned a lot of helpful hints
another one who was always smiling and from Jana. That night we soaked in the
ever helpful. It takes quality people to run Jacuzzi at the Embassy Suites Hotel and
a quality regatta and these people and all were joined by Miles and Paul. It was to be
who helped them look good were defi- our last relaxing, pain-free night.
nitely top caliber. And when it came to The next morning wefinished rigging
park rangers, the people from Coyote and went to town for some lunch. The

practice race was to begin at 2 p.m. and I
figured we had lots of time, since the wind
hadn't been coming up until 3 p.m. When
we arrived back at the beach there were
only two boats left on the beach and we
could just make out the white flag flying in
the 3-5 knot breeze. Team Hollywood was
going to have to pull some fast moves to
get out there with the pack. As it turned
out, Jana and I saw the wind shifting left
and went left every leg and wound up
seventh. Marci and Gail weren't so lucky
but did manage to beat a couple of boats.
Laurie and Sue won. The next race was
better since we got to start with everyone.
We won but they say it's bad luck to win
the practice races. Was this a sign of
things to come?

The next day we had three races. The
first one started out relatively light in about
eight knots. We were directly underneath
the final approach to the San Francisco
airport with the windward mark about a
quarter mile from touchdown. That meant
these big jumbo jets were right over our
heads and their vortices from the wingtips
were falling right on our course. In the
heavier breezes you couldn't see them,
but when it was light they could ruin your
whole day. One minute you'd be sailing
along nicely on starboard tack with the
group; the next split second you'd be in a
50-knot gust that's trying to flip you; then
you'd get headed so bad you couldn't
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even find the wind direction; then you fell big earthquake. The next day we awoke
in a hole that wouldn't go away. If you to howling cold winds which meant cold
were lucky you could get away and even front, not the normal thermal that doesn't
make out on the fleet. But usually that kick in until afternoon. The biggest gust
wasn't the case. recorded that day on land was 31 knots!

The entire first race was very shifty and This day went to Linda and Susan, hands
flukey with these wild gusts and big holes. down. They won three races in a row! It
Maggie Skidmore from Washington was a wild day on the water with several
played the shifts right and was first to boats flipping and pitchpoling. The prob-
finish. The second race saw somewhat lem with flipping was that the bay was
more consistent wind and double traps. shallow where we were sailing and if you
Although local skipper Jean Tulley was didn't right the boat quickly, there was a
leading to the last mark, she overstood good chance of sticking the mast in the
the finish line and let Laurie and Sue mud, thus becoming a mud hen and
squeeze by. The third race went to requiring assistance. And if it got to that
defending champion, Linda Leon in even point, you were out of the race. In fact,
steadier, stronger winds averaging about there was a three-minute rule that said if
15 knots. And although we hadn't won a you didn't right within three minutes, mud
race, Jana and I were in first place with hen or not, the chase boat would come to
two thirds and a second. We were going help you up. Three minutes goes fast so it
for consistency and so far it was paying was a mad scramble, but even with the
off. At this point Julie and Cindy were in light crews there was enough wind to
seventh and were having some serious bring the boat back up if you didn't stick it
thoughts about improving their perfor- in the mud.
mance. In the next two days they did just Unfortunately for Linda and Susan, they
that. [For how Julie Renfro improved her became mud hens in the last race, so
team's speed, see"A Woman's Look at Tuning they now had their throwout and would
the 16."1 have to have all good races for the rest of

That was a rough night for sleep in the the series. Jana and I had consistent twos
motorhome. While the wind increased, it and threes again but in one race the
continued throughoutthe night and mainsheet tang on the boom sheared off,
rocked our home. Combined with the so Ne had to file for breakdown points.
sound of jumbo jets revving their engines Julie and Cindy sailed much faster in the
at 3 a.m., it was very similar to being in a strong winds and were having less trouble

Sometimes thewind wasjust too much and skippers had to take time outto right the boat.
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holding the boat down (and staying on)
than some of us! They had good finishes,
including one first, and were steadily
climbing towardsthe top.

That night there were exhausted sailors
in the Jacuzzis. It was a show-and-tell for
bruises and hurts. It was another windy
night and in the morning it was the kind of
day where when the going got rough, the
light air sailors went wine tasting. Some of
the teams had decided to just go out and
cross the starting line and come back in.
That way they would have better scores
than those who didn't sail at all. But for the
top ten or so teams it was still a battle to
see who would survive and do well. This
was the wildest day of all. In one race
there was a gust so strong that although
Jana was as far back as she could be
without sitting in my lap, we pitchpoled
anyway! On another downwind leg we felt
the strongest gust of all and it was all I
could do to keep us from going over. The
whole boat was shuddering and spray
was flying everywhere. Ah, the excitement
of being scared s-tless! It was an
incredibly wild ride.

Going into the last race of the series,
Jana and I were ahead in points but just
barely. Our strategy was to cover Linda
and Susan and play it safe. But I
neglected to realize that Julie and Cindy
were extremely close in points, so while
we were covering Linda and Susan and
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Paul Ulibarri (left) and MilesWood (right) are dressed for the occasion as theyaward trophiesto the talentedwomen skippers.

finishing fifth and sixth respectively, Julie
and Cindy sailed another fine race and
finished second behind Tequila Sheila
and Kathy. We thought we had won until
the awards were announced. It was a
hard lesson to learn and it added cre-
dence to the saying, "It's never over'til it's
over" At'id always keep track of every-
one's points! But although Jana and I
were deeply disappointed, it was hard to
not be happy for the winners.
Next year's nationals will be held in

Corpus Christi, Texas. For those of you
who thought about attending this year but
decided not to because you didn't have
enough experience on the helm, get out
there and practice! It doesn't take long to
learn how to get around the course with
the tiller in your hand (Laurie placed third
in the nationals and hardly ever steers!),
and I've found that the guys are very
helpful and supportive once you decide
you're going to give it a go. Already there
are small races in the mornings of several

of the major local regattas, but I think they
ought to use the same length courses as
the regular ones so the tactics are similar.
Speak up to your fleet and division
officers if you want this changed. There
are also a few women-only regattas that
occur once a year, but this isn't enough if
we want women to feel comfortable at a
national level. It would help if women in
each area could organize a Women's Divi-
sional Championship as they do in a
couple of divisions. Sometimes you have
to create your own opportunities.
If you are timid about high winds,

remember that the best time to sail in
them is in a regatta where there are lots of
other sailors around to watch out for you
and help you if needed. When crewing,
ask your skipper before and after the
races if you can steer so you can get
some quality time with someone who can
coach you. Start asking questions after
the races as to how the winners won and
what some of their techniques are. Before

1

you know it, you'll feel the bug and hope-
fully you'll go out and buy your own Hobie
Cat! If there are enough women compel-
ing on local levels, you can probably get
the organizers to provide top women tro-
phies. That makes it more of an incentive
for women to compete with the men. And
they are the best to train against since
they've had the most experience. Don't
worry about being embarrassed. Every-
one has to start sometime so you're no
different from anyone else. The main thing
is to have fun, and sailing with women is
really iti X1
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r , '1 hey say that if you can sail
61 irl san Francisco's chilly and -

·· 4 choppy waters, you can sail '
1 .'11 anywhere.Ask anyone that
1,• competed in the Foster's

Hobie 16 Nationals held in
September at Coyote Point in south San
Francisco Bay. We're talking "bookin' on
the bay!"

Hundreds of Hobie Catters were
attracted to the biggest, most popular
national championship event in this city «.
by the bay-make that the race site by the
airport (747s thunderously roared above -/-
the course with landing gear clearly visi-
ble.) Following the Women's 16 National .· . ··- f':'»/.4 ·
Championship, the open event was held " ",
amid the hoopla of the San Francisco .1 ' ': 't.for ·
Giants pre-pennant drive in the League
Championship Series and the celebrated,
historical visit of none other than the
Pope!

Yes, this particular event was excep-
tional-and also a somewhat
experimental experience as the head-
quarters and host hotel was the elegant
Embassy Suites (who obviously didn't
know what they were in for when they
booked us). Those staying at the
Embassy were greeted at the airport with
a Mercedes-Benz limousine flanked with
flying flags (which was passed by some
who thought it was picking up the Pope).
Guests enjoyed two-room suites (com-
plete with two color TVs, two telephones,
microwave and bar), glass elevators, cap·
ped bellhops, indoor pool, Jacuzzi, saune of the lady skippers stayed in town to crew
and steam room, free breakfast (not talk- in the open, Judy Popejoy of Corpus
ing Wheaties here) and free happy hour Christi and MaryLou Langford of Albu-
drinks (one suite key made plenty Hobie querque skippered in the qualifying series.
Catters happy). Susan Pesone of Brewerton, New York was

And they still set records! According to the only prequalified female skipper.
championship coordinator Mike Ettl of In moderate winds, Race 1 was won by
Fleet 20, some 70 volunteers built a1150 Bob Felowicz of Royerford, Pennsylvania,
factory-provided boats in one day. Put while Wayne Mooneyham of nearby San
that in the Guiness BookofWorld Records\ Jose won Races 2 and 3, the latter in some
Such dedicated regatta organizers as the 15-knot wind. Dennis McCreedie of Dallas
Ettl, Brenny and Fikes families were based won the last race of the daM Race 4, and
at the race site in RVs assisting the racers the first held Monday; Race 5, as the wind
and hosting varied, daily lunches. Several blew 12-14 knots for a called Course 7.
competitors also camped out at the racing Another Course 7 was called for Race 6,
site. Happy campers, indeed. Just ask the which was won by Todd Hitch of Pacific
rangers. Beach, California, whose consistent sailing

in increased winds of 1548 knots gave him
another win for Race 7. In Race 8,

QUALIIFYING RACr- Felowicz ended the series the way he
Qualifying races began Sunday; Sep- began it- nailing a first! After four races

tember 13 with four Course 3 heats. And each in the qualifying rounds, Felowicz
wouldn't you know it... after a week of came in second overall behind
radical conditions during the Women's 16 McCreedie. Local favorite John Poncin of
National Championship, the howling wind Sunnyvale finished seventh overall.
calmed to a mere whisper as the guys At the welcome partK World Hobie
scoffed at the gals' horror stories of cap- Class Association Race Director Miles
sized boats and injuries on the water (they Wood broke the news to more than 50
found out for themselves later). While many sailors that competed in the qualifying:

It wasntalways double trap weather but the sailors got theirshare ofgood winds.

"Hope you all had fun racing because
most of you are done!" Unfortunately, after
the prequalified skippers registered, the
magic number of open spots left was only
nine! Just missing the chance to pick up
the coveted boat assignment pass in a
three-way tie at 10th place were Robert
Shay of Salt Lake City and nationals vet-
erans Gary Russell of Santa Cruz and Kirk
Jefferies of Citrus Heights, California. With
such racing regulars as these stranded on
the beach, those who did make it into the
open had to psyche up for the fierce
conditions and intense competition on the
water Those who didn't make it stayed;
though they may have come to race, they

• also came to play!
By the eve of the championship series,

all the big-Ame Hobie champions and
Who's Who of Hobie Catting had arrived-
"Happenin'" Hobie Jr., and his brother,
'Uumpin" Jeff, Carlton "lackin" Tucker, Enri-
que "Da Streakin Rican" Figueroa, Ricky
BoomBoorn" Eddington, Steve"BooBoo"

Leo, Wayne"Da Legend" Schafer, Alan
"Molokai" Egusa and Bob"1'rn A" Seaman.
Add familiar faces from nationals over the
years like Udo Winkler, Bruce Fields, Ray
Seta, Ted Cross, Bob and Hannah Poteat,
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Robert and Kathy Whittington, Jeff and place finishes was Hobie Alter Jr. The mark, that it was anybody's race, but pass-
Gail Casher, and The Shearers. Toss in all Capistrano Beach, California native is a ing everyone by and winning Race 5 in the
the hot divisional champs and all the local four-time Hobie 16 national champion heavy air was yet another former Hobie 16
favorites like Paul Pascoe, Larry Peterson, (1979,1981,1982 and 1983). Hobie Jr. won national champion (1978), Salt Lake City's
Doug Sloan and Brian Boschma. And, for Race 1, sailing with Annie Nelson who Mike Shearer of the long-time Hobie family
extra spice, sprinkle in the reunited learn finished second in the women's event. traveling troupe. Race 6 was won by
Hawaii (most transplanted to the main- (Nelson, of San Diego, was easy to spot in Tucker, a fellow Team Heavy member in
land)-Bobby Wythes, John Myhre, John her own line of flourescent hot suits.) The 1548 knot winds.
Shultes, Marci Moore and Pattie Paul. light air race was tactically insignificant as By Thursday defending champion Jeff
Throw everybody together and voila-mix- skippersjust sheeted in and drove the flat, Alter of Capistrano Beach, sailing with San
ings for one major party! follow-the-leader course. Hobie Jr. also Jose's Sue BrennK was due for his first win

Friendships were renewed at impromptu won his other race of the day, Race 3, as of the series, clinching Race 8 in 1245 knot
Jacuzzi parties and havoc prevailed when the wind picked more up to his speed at winds after Enrique took the previous Race
the pool tossing began. It was everybody 1548 knots. 7. Once again, by 4 p.m., the winds were
into the pool! No one escaped (not even In Race 2, multi-nationals champ Carlton really blowing and Team Heavy had a field
myself with a pocketful of media business Tucker of R. Walton Beach, Florida, was day in some 1749 knot breezes! Tucker
cards, nor Miles Wood who made a big leading, but lost his crew overboard going was second at the leeward mark, then
splash as he was thrown in while still sitting to the last C mark! Sailing on to win the moved into first at the windward mark to
in his chak breaking a glass table on the race was Enrique Figueroa of San Juan, win Race 9 by at least 100 yards! Winning
way in). With gals perched atop the guys' Puerto Rico, a two-time Hobie 16 cham- by an even greater margin in Race 10 was
shoulders, the frenzy escalated into a full- pion 0984,1985), not to mention all of his Mike Shearer as the winds reached 20
on chicken fight much to the amusement of other national and world titles. knots plus! Finally, the respectful admission
hotel guests gathering outside the glassed Wednesday's races got off to a late start that the ladies' stories of radical conditions
recreation area to stare at the party ani- as the competitors remained beached, were real!
mals. Let the games begin! waiting for some wind. By 2:30 p.m. the At the cut part* stalling the anxiously

first race of the daK Race 4, was called. awaited announcement of the top 48 final-
Tom Materna of Sherman Oaks, California ists is traditional. Meanwhile, back in their

CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES won the light air drifter. By 4:30 p.m., about suites, the race committee was finally kick-
Kicking off Tuesday, September15, the the same time as the day before, the wind ing back, er, I mean, hard at work,

first day of the championship series, (which picked up considerably to 1245 knots for computing results and scheming on the
featured all Course 3 races) with two first- the next race. So tight were the boats at A master plan which required a dress

rehearsal. Growing restless and pretty
rowdy, the Hobie Catters didn't notice the
tall guy ina tank top, upturned baseball
cap and dangling earring who toted a ghetto

-: . :.- blaster It was their first clue that something
• • · · - · • · · • . · · · ·· was going down. Taking the podium mike,

he led the crowd with a handclap as the
race committee strutted in. Right on cue,
they hooted, 'iLet's boogie!" and "Good
God y'all" (mostly in the right places) as he
broke into his Hobie rap, a rap song written
by Mark Funk to celebrate the event.

It was one unforgettable, fashionably
late, grand entrance. And the race commit-
tee was fashionably decked in a wild

1 1 23 :i ' f 7 ·, ' 2
79». assortment of punk rock and heavy metal

F. threads like handcuff earrings; barbed wire
T · - ,/ ' - chokers; spiked dog-leash collars; zany. 9 01 .

, t, • ' shades and multi-zippered, skin-tight,
-- color-coordinated tops. And then there

' " ·· was the makeup, lots of it, metallic and
glitter, plus Mohawked hair and spiked

1 ·· '- -- = tresses dyed with a rainbow array of
....'.-• .-I........ ...- ....• ; , mousse abuse! I could score big bucks-' , :• ' ' ·s' 'I• • • •  042e• g. 042=-··- . · - 2 ·.·• •.-·r==1--·Z=---- ·- ...... . ........ ..= : 036· : , c""- selling 8x10 glossies and beaucoup bucks- ......

blackmailing the boys for my negatives,
e guy that said "1 dress

.: 3,3. ,• .h ........8'...': 2.-, : .M. r .:• • »·..B:.·.3·,8 -LIF«*re-.VEFLe»»:. ·., : e.-;-a: 4-_ '·:·····1, f-·:.1,:iI The gag wasabighit asthe place went
f....3.:1::.» ..f·gr-,ff-:• 6:.#*%=**39r,r7f'9.i: 1-• .'3:1.• :"- • • beserk. With a little work on some rhythm,
171.'·:.7.9-·.Cs..: ''-1-:,:·--4-·.:-..:--·6: ·- '····:'• .·L.'.J·=.2.3--· ·:.-r.-1*-*.: 1 -...'. .,·-S:..:,• the group could goontheroad foran

appearance at the next event, maybe even
Itwould be hard to pick a bettersite. If boats were any more accessible, they'd be on tour for next season's championship
in your room. circuit. Maybe I can negotiate a record

A
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This wastheview landing aircraft at San Francisco Internationalmight have had as
a race in the open series got underway.

• • 51 • [%111'EIG[111
PUNICS

kay, I confess. I escaped from
i i the race site for a few hours to

96 tof'The City. (never called
' Frisco' by San Franciscans) on

a mission for Racd Director Miles Wood.
You see, Miles and Paul Ulibarri, beach
captain, hosted the Women's 16 Nationals
awards banquet dressed in appropos%attire-tuxedos and gneakers (if only they
could've gotten doWh that soft shoe rou-
tine). So, for the open event cut party,
Miles wanted some outfits for the race
comiAittee that would blow everyone
away- heavy metal garb!

1 ' ·;Nbw, at my real gigiworking in Holly-
wobd for a major recofd 68'mpany (that
round tower depicting a stack of records),
there are head sho4s everywhere. But
finding One in Burlingame was not an
easy task as all the fashions at the local
mall were back-to-school • laid. Out of all
the people hanging out at the mall, 1
found one punk rocker and asked him
where he got his killer gear. He just hap-
pened to be theowner of a heavy metal
shop and gave me directions. "Dont
worry about the Pope and his parade, it's
in a part of town that they wouldn't be
going through," he laughed. I cringed

Sure enough, we found it on Broadway in
the redlight district!

Traffic was paralyzed as we ran into the
papal party anyway. Suddenly, passing in
the crosswalk was the almighty one Him-
self: Father Guido Sarducci! In the flesh!
He was being filmed by HBO as he
followed the.pope's tour of America, hop-
ing to get a private audience. Maybe he
could pray for wind! The lightchanged
and my fiance, Mark, jumped out of the
Hobie van to snap a picture of Father
Guido right in front of an X-rated theatre
featuring nude dancers! I'm not sure if that
hand gesture was a blessing! ( Later, when
we saw the prized picture, we recognized
the film director as a former colleague of
ours from the record company!)

Well, on the next corner was the heavy
metal shop and I bargained with the clerk .
for a group rate (buy five whips-get one
free). Pleased with our purchases, we
jammed back to the race site. At the
guard gate we were stopped for a pass or
money, but the ranger waved us in. "This
will do," he said, pointing to the Hobie logo
rOnning the length of the van. Back on the •
beach, I radioed Miles on the committee
boat, "Mission accomplished," Roger XL

7

contract!
Lookin' bad and ready for some mis-

chief after the cut party, the group made a
squadron of paper airplanes and held a
glider contest off the eighth floor balcony,

7 landing on Bobby McGee patrons in the
- open-air atrium below ( 1 ran across the

hotel to take a picture, saw security guards
coming from the gang's obstructed view
and warned, "Run for it!"). Everyone got rid
of the evidence and ran when security
came from both directions. "Too late, we're
surrounded," Miles surrendered (1 snapped
a picture anyway as one of the guys put his . 036
arm around a guard). It was an easy bust ,
since Miles had an airplane stuck in his
Mohawk.

-ZI

THE FINALT
The finals began Friday, September 18,

and most of those that didn't make the cut
stayed to see first-place Hobie Jr. and
leaders Figueroa, Shearer, Tucker and
defending champion, Jeff Alter, battle it out.

· Spectators were entertained on the beach
with music and mark rounding announce-
ments from Race Control, based at the
ranger tower, which offered a panoramic
view of the course.

The first race of the daM Race 11, finally
got underway after 2:30 p.m. With a 1245
knot wind, gusting at 19, a Course 7 was
ordered. After a general recall, Jeff Alter
and big brother Hobie had a perfect start,
but seconds later, Jr.'s boat flipped! In the
rough seas, several boats went over and
masts were stuck in the mud of the shallow
bay. Going into the triangle, Hobie Jr. made
up for lost distance, moved to the middle of
the pack and finished 21st, his obvious
throwout. Jeff Alter led the pack the entire
way followed by Figueroa, Tucker, Egusa
and Seaman. These same guys domi-
nated the heavy air races of the finals.

One of the most exciting races in recent
Hobie history was about to begin. Deter-
mined to defend his title, Jeff needed Race
12 to make it two bullets in a row and move
into first place for the first time all week-
even if it meant taking it from his brother.
Again, it was an Alter brothers act as Jeff
and Hobie Jr. went head to head around a
Course 7 in 1548 knots, peaking at 261 Jeff
was running and Hobie Jr. reaching, trying
to move over atop Jeff's wind, and the lead
was exchanged between them a few .
times. Going to A-mark the last time
around, Hobie Jr. overcame Jeff with
Tucker, who passed up Mike Shearer, right
on his tail. At the last C mark, Tucker
momentarily had the lead, but rounded too
wide, allowing the daring defending cham-
pion to scoop the inside position and win it
after all! Tucker, Hobie Jr, Shearer and
Figueroa then finished, respectively; as

'*A
/4\
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beach spectators with binoculars cheered' tington Beach, California) was officially skippers lost in the horizon and heading for
loudly. elected president as his fraternity knelt San Jose. Hobie J[ presented Miles with

Pumped up by the last rabe, the commit- around him, clucking away handcuffs which he promptly snapped on
tee decided to run Race 13 although it was To break up the presentation of awards, his wrist and then threw away the key:
.after 6 p.m. This time, Tucker won his third a slide show comprised of photos taken all As tradition goes, Hobie J[ slapped
first place finish in the Course 3 race in week long was shown, set to a hot sound- champion Jeff Alter in the face with a
1648 knot winds which again gusted track that got the crowd jumping. To get his chocolate mousse pie (wrong dessert to
around 26! Following were Figueroa, Jeff extraordinary shots, photographer Pat serve at an awards banquet)! The skippers
Alter, Mike Shearer and Keith Christensen McDowell, waited patiently for 747s to then carried Jeff out for the customary
of Long Beach, California. Hobie Jr, loom over the course. He jumped in the victory dunk. Just one small problem: the
finished sixth. water (must not have seen the sharks) and ocean was too far away and the indoor

Saturday's final day of racing didn't get shimmied up the committee boat mast to pool was locked, so they dumped him in
off until mid-afternoon. As they did almost get an awesome view of a start! It seems the next best place, the hotel's tropical
all week long, the skippers stood by in the McDuff left more than his heart in San pond!
morning until the wind came up. To keep Francisco when some of his equipment And you guessed it... the police came
the crowd alive, an exhibition was staged was stolen from his car, but was genuinely to calm the rampaging Hobie Catters.
by this year's Western State Regional Jet touched by generous offers from fellow More came later to free Miles from his
Ski Freestyle champion, Chris "Crash" Wil- Hobie Catters for the loan of their own handcuffs when he worried that he
liams of Millbrae, California, who drew the cameras. wouldn't be able to get through the airport
Hobie Catters to the water's edge. He Miles next paid recognition to sponsors, metal detector And still more came when
amazed them with headstands and other Foster's Lager and New York Seltzer; host the Hobie Catters, all dressed up and
daring, acrobatic feats. hotels Embassy Suites and Hotel Ibis; nowhere to go (though apparently not

By 3:30 p.m., the latest start of the week, Hobie area reps Jim Stewart and Doug dressed up enough to meet Bobby
Race 14 began in 1042 knot winds. Mike Skidmore. and most importantly; local fleet McGee's dress code), threw private parties
Shearer won on a Course 3, his third first- organizers and volunteers. in their suites. It was an adventure just
place finish. Following were Jeff Alter, And that wasn't the end of the awards as finding out where they were and moving
Figueroa, Materna and Tucke[ Again, several skippers presented the race direc- them to escape the scrutiny of the security
Hobie Jr. finished sixth. tor with special awards of their own. Like guards, who were scurrying from floor to

Just when we thought it was all over at many competitors who thought it was floor, looking f6r the action.
I almost 5 p.m., another Course 7 was blowing more like 60 than the 18 knots it When it was all over, the hotel was not

called for the final race of the series. For read on the mean machine committee sure what to make of our beach crowd that
insurance, Jeff Alter scored another first boat (a slick MacGregor 65). Tom Materna tracked sand into their lovely suites and
place in 15-20 knot breezes, gusting to 26. wanted to give Miles a more accurate caused such an uproar with pool parties,
Christensen, Tucker, Hoble Jr. and instrument to read the wind. The next best private parties, and sold-out official parties.
Figueroa followed. thing was to give him something to replace As one bellhop commented, there was

At the awards banquet Saturday night, it the megaphone he lost overboard when never a more fun group to give the r.·4·-=·.,..
was no surprise that Jeff Alter, with four he reached for something (probably a Embassy a little zing! XI- .
first-place finishes, successfully defended brew)- a hard hat complete with flashing \ y.
his title. Tucker came in second, followed lights and audio signals: start blast, over V.
by Figueroa, Mike Shearer and Hobie Alter, early penalty and fog warning for those
J[ For complete results, see "Hobie Rac-
ing.7 ..49

After a hard week of racing. the Hobie '1 - s>-•
Catters were in loose form, singing songs

Kit-. . ··to skippers as they received their awards, , .0.'.1., . A
like"La Bamba" for Enrique Figueroa,
"Twinkle, Twinkle" forWayne Mooneyham '5 ..'i• hz

.. /4#= 1/r -and"Tie Me Kangaroo Down, Sport" for 't . - 'i=L.r'
34.:. e pr#Aussie John Poncin, who took the podium * p /15

to tell a Foster's joke (the sponsor must
haveputhimuptoit). - 2 • " ··• i- 1

Special awards were given to several $* ,\IF '4
skippersthat "stuck the tall black thing" (as .tr . A -, 4 '' *'.t, Eli/1/11
Miles described it) in the ocean floor, ...: - *' - il./1615'Z=•thereby earning the honorary title of , 13- / 5 036'll.-I/-• I
mud hen. Those caught digging for clams • ,i .*, - t.
were sent back to the beach with the
dreaded order, "To the hose!" Embar- .11 2 2*t»,,44;Fiped,E
rassed skippers that were initiated into the -. - t...k... 001' .4.
Fraternal Order of Clam Diggers included 1• ---
such seasoned sailors as Enrique iN/"'.....911#m' ,/
Figueroa, Alan Egusa, John Flanigan and
Ricky Eddington, whose nickname was R.#• ..._ /1
officially changed to "Flipper" for multip't It's all in the family as Hobie Alter, Jr. congratulates brother Jeff on his victory. 2/ It
entries. "Officer" John Hauser (the main 12,·- -»- -'•
reason Miles never drives through Hun- 1.1• 4 - ..I,
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Hoble/Alpha Sailors
You can count on finding

copies of the latest HOTLINE at
the Hobie dealers

listed below.

ALABAMA
Untv 042.IttyS.111.g C.nt.r

Birmingham
ARIZONA
HET 042chCitamorans

Phoenix
Ship'*Sfor.

Tucson
AUSTRALIA
CHIt Catimarin Austr• lia

Erlno
CALIFORNIA
So//boal of Nok.rin./d

Bokersfield
Murray:M..1..

Corpinteria
Hobli Sports

Dona Poin'
So• /ing o*r

Friant
Acc.:sorlis for S.11

Morlio del Rey
WIndysoll:

Mission HIlls
Sonto Barbara

Action Salling Confer
Newport Beach

O'Noill's Yacht CH for
Santo Cruz

Hoble Oc• anslde
Ckecnilde

Inlond Saillng Co.
Socromenfo

Hobio SportsCont+
Son Diego

Wind andka Sports
San D/ego

Th 042Windlln 042
San Jose

Windsports
Son Rafael

Action Sports Womhou,0
Son Romon

Wot..port.
Ventura

CANADA
Sunburst Sal/croff

Edmonfon, Afberfc
*Mr's Adv• ture Sporfs

Reglno. Sosk.
Windwrfing Alborto

Calgory. Arberta
Nor#horn Soll Works

Winnipeg, Monifoba
Contral Von 254ouverMarlno

Sidney. B.C.
C./.morin.

Toronto. Eos# Ontario
COLORADO
Rocky Mountoan Morin*

Denver
S.# 5.11

For,Collins
Ch Inook Sal/boaf

Pueb/0
CONNECTICUT
Cond/iwood EastSoiling C.ne,r

Brookfield
WIndborn 042,/nc.

Milford
luwEngland Salls

Warehouse Poinf
Thi Boot Lockir

Weitport
DELAWARE
Emwth.,Marino ConMr

Bear
FLOR/DA
Cfub Pored/$ 042

Key BIscoyne
Cydo Marlu

Brodenton
Playground Solls

Ff. Walton Beach
Koy Sailing

Gulf Breeze/Pennsacola
Surf and Sall, Inc.

Jocksonvitte
0.... Con...fiont;

Jensen Beach
rropEcar Sol/boats

Key West
Ac#ton So/• ond Spor#s C 042n# 042r

Me/bourne
So"Ing Sfor 042

Orlando
Sandp/porMartne

Panama CIfy
KlySoling

Pensocoja Beach
Gond R Sollboofs

South Noples
Wind Sport, Inc.

Miami
WIndsookon, /ne.

Tampa
Th 042Cyclo Shop

Tatiohassee
FRANCE
Coast Cilimoran France

Hyeres

: 'eme
DEALERS

*MENU
GEORGEA
Woo#hormark, ln<.

Buford
Augusta Boal CIA for. lic.

Martinez
S.:Ung, inc.

Smyrna
Ounbor S.1/5

St. Simons Island
HAWAII
Froom...5.,ling C. nt.r

Koiluo
ILLINOIS
Morlno Mart

Downers Grove
So 11 L o ft

Foxioke
Adve"um Sports

Rockford
INDIANA
Doyne'sMorine Servie•

Portage
S.Hboots, A.

Westfield
fOWA
Jlm'.Satilng C.nter

Wes#De,Mo/nes
KANSAS
C & H Sallcraft

Chanute
*Mog• Yoch#:ng

Overlond Park
Am*rican Inland Yachls

Wichita
KENTUCKY
Loutivt/le Sollboat Sojes

Loutsvme
MAINE
Sobago Hoblo

North Windham
MARYLAND
Backyard Boots

Annapolls
Moryland Marina

Middle River
MASSACHUSETTS
Cop.Cod Sailing Co.

Horwichport
Instgn Mcrlre

Ma#polse"
Frank'* Borkshiro Marino

Pitisfield
MICH/GAN
Tho mofh• rmork

Bay City
Wom Annix

Benton Harbor
Sall Place

CedarSprings
Emplro Mart"

Flint
Summit HousofM/chigon

Jackson
Sanboats, M..

M#. Clemens
Bloomfield Beach and Boot

Pontial
Hoble SportsContsr

Richland
The Harbor Boot Shop

Traverse City

MINNESOTA
HI Tompo,Inc.

Whit, Becriake
Duluth Marino,Ltd.

Duluth
MISSISSIPPI
S.ashor. Solls

Long Beoch
NEBRASKA
Action Sports N' 3011

Omaha
NEVADA
Untcorn S.111.g(Mir

los Vegas
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Wild orno.Sall

Amherst
ArlesMoring

Mo'Monboro
Now Hampshire Hobii Cat

Seabrook
NEWJERSEY
Cronford Bect and Canoo

Crantord
Sayvjew MarIng

Oceon City
South Shor'Marino

Hewitt
Hocken/05 Boat Company

Loke Hopafcong
NEW YORK
4 C's Saling Con#ir

Angola
Slide ind Glide Outiltters

Barnveld
Nor#hwoy Mor/"

Clifton pgrk
W I pit Marine

Eas, paichogue
Th. Bol#Store

Mossopequa
5.'ling Ce• ter

Rochester
NEWZEALAND
Performance Soitcraft

Takcpurna
NORTH CAROL/NA
Skyland Saltcraft

Arden
Marsh's Surf·N·S.a

AHanfic Beach
Greenvi/le

Boati·For-Sall
Chor/offe

Sal/boofs. LTD.
Greensboro

hyttdo Watersports. lic.
Nogs Heod

Off th. Beach
Raleigh

Ships Sfor'
Wifmilgfon

NORTH DAKOTA
Schoots Sporting Goods

Fargo

OH/0
S.liIng Spirit

Peninsula
Strictly Salt

Cincinnail
Dayton

Sa/lboaf Sal 042s
Toledo

OKLAHOMA
Agnf//s Cen/ 042r

Edmond
Twlsa Sail 254roft

Tulsa
OREGON
WindlommersW.t

Portland

Hobie/Alpha Dealers
Make sure you have plenty

of HOTLINES on hand.
The most informative catamaran/
sailboard publication available.

PENNSYLVANIA
CNWS & Strowbrldge

Frazer
Wind & Wafirsoatworks

Butter
So/boat Hoadquartors

Soufhampfon
PUERTO RICO
Vol.1. Cortb.Cat, En 254.

Isre Verde
RHODE ISLAND
Bgrews Boots

Charlesfown
SOUTH CAROLINA
rim 042oufSailing Center

Mt. Pleasont
Volk Sollboof Corter

Columbia
TENNESSEE
Rooke Sal/s

Memphis
TEXAS
S.• 1Ing imports

Austin
Sol/boa# Shop

Austin
Houston
Son Antonio

Triongle Windsports
Beaumont

SpinnokMMarIne
Corpus Christi

HOTLINE Circulation Department, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054 (619) 758-9100 x263

/niond Sal/boofs
Dallas

Ft. Worth Sail -d Mort-Ff. Worfh
Gulf Cos. Sitting Center

Kernoh
Woody'spoddl.t 042NSalts

Lubbock
PedH Morin 042Sports

So. Padre
S/mpson 's Sc:/boaf Shop

Tyler
UTAH
Soufhern Soll. Sports

St. George
VIRGINIA
Beckyard Boats

Alexandria
Trail'N Sall

Richmond
Trafton Mortne

Virginia Beach
WASHINGTON
Hob/. Sporf.

Kirkland
Sport.and Sail

Richland
Spor. Cr 042.1

Spokone
WISCONSIN
Spt#Zer, Inc.

Middle• on
WYOMING
Mountain Sports

C..per
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HOSE
RACING

IN THIS SECTION:

Major Regattas

Regatta Schedules

Fleet News

Regatta Results

WORLD HOBIE
CLASS ASSOCIATION

The racing section of the Hobie
Hothhe consists of regatta news
and results as reported by the
fleets. If you would like to see your
fleet recognized in this section,
please submit typed, double-
spaced articles and black and
white glossy photos only. Return of
photo contributions cannot be
guaranteed, so please submit
duplicate photos.
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MAJOR EVENTS

MAJOR REGAI IAS
March 4-6

April 9.10

June 5.11

June 23-July 2

Sept 2-11

Sept 24-30

Oct 945

Nov 6·12

Midwinters West
San Felipe, Mexico
Midwinters East
Davis Island Y C Tampa, Florida
Hobie 17 U.S. National Championship
Wildwood, New Jersey
Hobie 16 World Championship
Scheveningen, Holland
Hobie 17 World Championship
Maui, Hawaii
Hobie 14/14T National Championship
Lake Eufaula, Oklahoma
Hobie 18 National Championship
Pensacola, Florida
Hobie 16 National Championship
Corpus Christi, Texas

REGATTA SCHEDULE

Division 2

Feb. 20-21

Mar. 4-6

Mar. 12-13

Mar. 26-27

16th Annual Dana Point Regatta
Dana Point Harbor
Midwinters West
San Felipe, Mexico
The Ides of March
Puerto Penasco, Mexico
Blue Water VIII
Ventura Marina

Division 3

46 Midwlnter's West
San Felipe, Baja California

26 27 O'Neills Kick-Off
Twin Lakes Beach

Division 6

5 Ides of March Regatta
Lake Conroe, Texas

Kirk Wells
(714) 364-2386
WHCA
(619) 758-9100
Patty McNei L
(602) 829-7793
Dexter Ploss
(805) 498-0285

Liz Reed
(619) 758-9100
Rick Grewohl
(408) 476-5200

Rob McKee
(713) 447-1060

Mar. 19-20 DeeD South Hobie Points Regatta Dick Stine
Lake Charles, Texas (318) 625-9151

Division 8

H.C.A.
619-758-9100
Bob Johnson
813-960-1937
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100

Feb. 27-29 Banana-Dash-0-Ree
Kelly Park, Merritt Island

Mar. 19-20 Walt Disney World Regatta
Bay Lake

Division 9

Lee Dunn
(305) 242-2628

Jim McCann
(305) 855-1172

Mar. 19-20 Pee Dee Classic Buz Moore
Lake Robinson, Hartsville, SC (803) 332-6103

Mar. 26-27 Dr. Pepper Hobie Regatta
Van Pugh Park, Lake Lanier

Division 12

26 Hoble 14 Invitational
Lake Thunderbird, Norman OK

Paul Dingman
(404) 321-4730

Guy Lawyer
(405) 275-6462
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' FLEET NEWS

Ruff Riders Regatta
Fleet 99, Division 6
Port Isabel, Texas
September 5-6,1987
by Barry Marcella

After his first Hobie regatta
my new crew was eager for
the next race. He had heard
about the 150-mile race from
Port Isabel to Corpus Christi,
Texas. The race is a two-day
reach up the Intercoastal
Waterway. Finally I agreed and
we left Austin along with other
fellow Fleet 64 members and
land crews for the drive to Port
Isabel. We arrived at the start-
ing point in time for an
evening sail and lasagna din-
ner prepared by the land crew,
otherwise known as wives.

We crawled out of our rolling
condo as the 106 participants
finished arriving and we
began setting Lip the boats for
the race. After loading atent,
water, snacks, and clothes, we
were ready to go. The only
problem was an angry crab
who decided we were not
going to make our 16C start.
After a little first aid on my
crew's foot, we managed to
get off about 30 minutes
behind the fleet.

The bay which contains the
Intercoastal Waterway is about
two feet deep. We spent the
firstthree hours resetting our
rudders which were having a
battle with the bottom. Some-
how we entered the channel
ahead of about two-thirds of
the fleet! About seven hours
and 90 miles later, we stopped
for some great gumbo and
beer supplied by Fleet 99.

After a night's rest, we set
sail forthe last 60 miles. The
sight of the JFK causeway
which was the finish line, was
very welcome. After crossing
the line, we beached the boat
and received a warm weI-
come from our wives. We
dined on boiled shrimp and
beer provided by Snoppy's
Restaurant.

Many thanks to Fleet 99 for
a well-run event and to my
crew for his encouragement.
The seventh-place trophy sure
made the drive home a lot
easier.

Fleet 3 Race Clinic
Fleet 3, Division 2
by Carol Kofahl

Fleet 3's 1987 race clinic
proved to be one of the most
successful in the 11-year his-

tory of the event. It was
primarily because of the
efforts put forth by the expert
A- and B-fleet skippers in Divi-
sion 2 who offered to give up
one of their rare, free week-
ends to promote Hobie racing
and fellowship among the
novice peers by acting as on-
the-water instructors for the C-
fleet skippers.

A total of 20 experts includ-
ing past national champions
like Linda Leon, Jeff Alter,
Wayne Schafer, Tom Materna
and Bob Seaman provided
one-on-one instruction to
about 38 novices. This format
was a departure from the old
lectures.

The first on-the-water
instruction focused on starting
from various angles and on
various line lengths. The exer-
cises were repeated and
instructors offered feedback.
The next exercise was on
mark roundingsand incorpo-
rated mini races of two or
three roundings. Ray
Howard's videotape showed
terrific roundings and
aggressive starts for the stu-
dents to compare. Wayne
Schafer gave a very informa-
tive talk on the rules, tactics
and other keys fiir good start-
ing. He highlighted rules
which sailors can use to their
advantage and discussed
effective ways to use leeward/
windward rules.

Jan Ketterman and Debbie
Brown discussed the key
points of effective crewing
which, of course, begins with
good communication on the
water. They reminded skip-
pers that civility is necessary
to retain good relationships
with crews. Crews were
reminded that they should be
active participants and help
sight leeward boats, discuss
tactics, sight marks and
laylines and keep their minds
focused on jib trim.

All totaled, the new race
clinic format included one
hour of lectures, four hours of
on-the-water sailing and about
30 minutes of boat trim cri-
tique. At the end of the race
clinic, student racers were
awarded a diploma certifying
their satisfactory completion of
the requirements fortheir B.S.,
bachelor of sailing, degrees.

Udo Winkler, vice-com-
modore in charge of the clinic
was the man who put the new
formattogether. He personally

wrote to and telephoned Divi-
sion 2 A- and B-fleet skippers
to invite them to help promote
racing in Division 2. This per-
sonal contact was the key to
the event since only direct par-
ticipation by skippers would
permit the one-on-one instruc-
tion to occur.

Winkler, with Fleet 3 co-com-
modore Carol Kofahl, herself a
professional educator,
designed an instructional
booklet forthe novice racers.
Winkler's compilation of many
sources and application of his
own sailing expertise pro-
duced an effective reference
book highlighting key points of
starting, rounding, jibing, tack-
ing and trapezing.

Most impressive was the
incredible support from the
World Hobie Class Associa-
tion. Miles Wood was active in
the design and application of
the content of the race clinic
and arrived in Long Beach
pulling Hobie president Doug
Campbell's Hobie skiff to aid
with the start line setting, the
practicum as well as the orga-
nization of the mini-race and
rounding practica. His own
expertise from years of run-
ning racing clinics proved a
valuable resource for Fleet 3
and his encouragement pro-
vided much of the impetus for
revitalizing the format.

It is also important to note
that such an event can only be
successful with the support of
the hosting fleet's mem-
bership. Fleet 3 prides itself as
a group of outstanding mem-
bers who never have to be
asked twice to help out. We
thank them all. We also thank
the participants for making the
event extremely successful,
fun, and instructional.

First Annual Carolina Coastal
Dash
Division 9
South Carolina
September 25-26-27,1987
by Shawn Graham Miller

Forty-nine Hobie Cats made
up the first Annual Carolina
Coastal Dash. The three-day
event was sponsored by Boats
for Sail, Inc. of Charlotte, North
Carolina; Timeout Sailing Cen-
ter in Charleston, South
Carolina; The Sailing Connec-
tion of Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina; and Hobie Cat. The
first day wasto see the fleet
sail from Isle of Palms to
Litchfield Beach, South Car-

olina, a distance of 70 miles.
The second day was slated for
Myrtle Beach and back, a dis-
tance of 40 miles and then a
return to Isle of Palms.

Thursday's skippers meet-
ing was held at the Isle of
Palms Motel and focused on
safety, charts and all the other
little things you have to cover
for an event like this. By 6:30
a.m. the next morning every-
one was buzzing around the
beach in anticipation of the
8:00 a.m. start. The excite-
ment was tremendous.
Nobody there had ever sailed
in an event like this before. The
first leg was close to a Worrell
1000 leg and the sailors knew
that to complete this first day
would be quite an accomplish-
ment.

The fleet set sail at 9:00 with
a steady northeast breeze of
about 7-10 knots. The boats
were making good time and
covering a lot of ground. They
were soon doubletrapped
undersunnyskiesand 15
knots of wind. By noon, much
of the fleet had rounded Cape
Romain, about 25 miles from
the start, and were sailing for
the Georgetown jetties,
another 25 miles away.

Suddenly, the breeze began
to die. The leaders had
rounded the jetties and had
lessthan 20 miles to go when
it happened. Most of the fleet
still had a little better than half-
way to sail and many were
unfamiliar with the coastline.
With a lot of ground still to
cover, no wind and biting flies,
patience was wearing thin.

The first boats arrived after
midnight and more than 15
hours of sailing. Others arrived
between three and five in the
morning. One team arrived at
4:00 p.m. the next day! That's
31 hours and 19 minutes 01
sailing. And one skipper fell
asleep and sailed for hours in
the wrong direction!

The vans, trucks and cars
were all southbound on Sun-
day morning. The committee,
headed by Kit Regnery of
Timeout Sailing, called a lay-
day. This announcement was
greeted with applause by
most of the exhausted sailors.
This allowed everybody to
enjoy a fun day at the Beach.
club and to catch up on some
needed sleep. Finally, we
enjoyed a relaxing cookout
and prepared for the next
day's sailing.
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FLEET NEWS

At 8:00 a.m. on Sunday, the
last leg started. The wind was
a steady five knots, but it was
early. Our prayers had been
answered. By 11 :00 the first
boat was rounding the bend
completing the 20-mile leg
with the rest of the fleet not far
behind. It was crankin'! Here
they all came screaming into
the beach with 20 knots of
power in their sails!

The awards ceremony was
indescribable. As sponsors,
we all agreed that we had
never been a part of a more
exciting sailing event nor had
we ever seen such camarade-
rie. It was a Hobie Special
Olympics. These people had
just accomplished something
far beyond what theythought
their limits were. The hugs,
handshakes and tears were
everywhere. They were a
brotherhood, part of the First
Carolina Coastal Dash. Yes,
there would be others, but not
like the first. Until next year,..

First Hobie 17 European
Championship
International
Northern Italy
September 28-Octoberl,
1987

The first Hoble 17 European
Championship was held in
Northern Italy. Beauty, splen-
dor and some of the best
winds in the world gave every-
body some of the best, most
fun sailing of their lives. The
multi-colored Hobie 17 sails
looked fantastic against the
imposing surroundings.

The first three days were
prefty cloudy, but on the fourth
day, the sun decided to show
us his nose. In all there were
58 skippers from Germany,
Italy, England, France, Holland
and Denmark. These included
some of the best European
sailors like Tony Laurent and
Daniel Pradel, Torsten Bar-
dram and Eric Bussy.

Thanks to the regular wind,
we had one of the most com-
petitive championships ever.
Bruce Bechtold of Germany
won, sailing so well that he
earned a first place in almost
every race except the sixth
when he broke his blocks and
finished ninth. Close behind,
however, was Patrice Vivient of
France and Thomas Kap-
pelman of Germany. Bardram
of Denmark finished fourth,
but copped the first place
when the fleet was divided into

a lightweight division, just edg-
ing Trevor Annels of England.
Vivient was second to
Bechtold in the heavyweights.
All four are now qualified for
the Hobie 17 World Champion-
ship.

On Thursday night a warm
ambience flowed all over with
good Italian wine and a spa-
ghettl party. We'll all keep
good memories of this first
European Hobie 17 Champi-
onship and we can't wait until
next year!

A Report From Sweden
Fleet 326, International
by Osten Nilsson

Dear friends, here is a
review of what has been hap-
pening in Sweden.

The year is almost over and
some of us are working to put
our Hobies into their winter
lairs. When the snowstorms
take over and the waters are
all icy, we will think back on
1987 with fond memories. We
did many large, well-
organized regattas. We ran
three qualifying regattas for
the Hobie 16 European Cham-
pionship in France and sailed
our first real Hobie16 National
Championship. We became
an official national class in
1986. Two Hobie 18 teams
went to Germany and sailed in
the Europeans at Gromitz. We
also joined in a monohull
regatta and did well, learning
more skills and bettering our
speed.

As I am sitting in the middle
of all this, I can say for sure
that Hobie Cat sailing is com-
ing on strong in Sweden and
the other parts of Scandinavia.
After all, Denmark won the
Hobie 16 European title.

For next year, we Swedes
will take on new goals like
making better regattas, and
running training camps with
the Swedish Tornado sailors.
We will be at the Hobie 16
World Championship in Hol-
land, the Europeans in
Denmark and we won't miss
the Rond um Texel.

We are looking forward to
m6eting new friends and until
then are working for local boat
shows in Sweden to tell people
how fun sailing catamarans
can be. Take care America
and all the other countries. We
look forward to seeing you in
Europe for the Hobie 16 World
Championship.

1988 Divisional
Championships
Fleets 136-473, Division 12
Madison, Connecticut
September 19-20,1987
by Chris Brosco

I guess you know that you're
in for a wild time when the
wind is blowing your boat off
the trailer and you haven't
even stepped the mast yet.
Such wasthe case atthe 1988
divisionals held off Meigs Point
at Hammonasett State Park.
Unlike its sister race, the 1987
divisionals at Hampton Beach
earlier this summer where the
sun shone brightly and the
wind was light, this race was
going to be a test for even the
best sailor's skills.

It was cold and cloudy and
the wind was hovering near 20
knots asthe beginner's meet-
ing got underway from the
arcade of this beautiful facility.
The focus of this meeting was
different from the others. Jim
Adleman talked of proper
righting techniques, reefing
and common sense. At the
skipper's meeting, C fleeters
were strongly urged to reef
while the As and Bs were
asked to be cautious and alert
to the increasing winds. Joe
Manganello, the race chair-
man, warned of five-foot swells
on the course and the wind
was now offering 40-knot
gusts just to liven things up. It
was a tough decision, but
Manganello decided to go
ahead with the races since he
realized how important they
were to everyone there.

The first race hadn't even
begun when nearly 60 per-
cent of the boats returned to
shore to wait outthe wind. Still,
about 85 percent of the 18s
and 17s stayed out with a
minority of the 16As. B and C
fleeters remained scattered
throughout the weekend. Dur-
ing the first race, which took
nearly two hoursto complete,
the average boat capsized
threetimes and some as many
as six. There were three dis-
mastings, and a few part
failures. Many boats returned
to shore to reef then resume.
Later everyone adjourned to
shore to eat lunch, wait for
calmer conditions and assess
damage. After 90 minutes, the
wind had moderated, with
fewer gusts, and Race 2 was
begun

One of the better meals on
the Division 12 circuit awaited

those who had put in a long,
hard day: The day's wind had
not blown away that Hobie
spirit as everyone danced and
feasted on the open bar and
all-you-can-eat chicken, lob-
sters, clams and fixings,
Nearly everybody won some-
thing at the raffle.

The next day was meek as a
lamb compared to the first day
and the committee got off
three more races.

This was a complicated
regatta to pull off because it
required a lot of decisions and
experience. Everyone
involved did an excellent job.
The committee and chase
boats were manned by experi-
enced racers and it showed in
the waythey helped in righting
boats and in the more impor-
tant task of evacuating an
injured sailor from the water to
the beach. The best part,
though, was the common
sense exhibited by the sailors
themselves. Each knew his
limitations. This deflected any
possible disasters.

The hosts would like to
thank all those on the commit-
tee as well as Madison
Chrysler-Dodgefortheir
efforts in four-wheeling the
boats to the beach. We also
thank House of Seagrams and
Myers Rum for the open bar,
Pepsi, Jayfro Sports, Madison
Sports, Pederson's Sports and
Hersey Ice Cream for the raffle
prizes. Thanks also to Cabin
Restaurant and Onofrio Cater-
ers for feeding the lot of us all
weekend.

1988 Bodega Bay Sharkfeed
Regatta
Fleet 281, Division 3
Doran Park, Bodega Bay,
California
October 3-4,1987
by Suzette Jordan

Manythanks to all the spon-
sors who helped make our
regatta a successful one
including Wind Toys, Eagle
Distributing, Rick's Liquor
Warehouse, Clover Stornetta,
Lucas Wharf Ice House, Manly
Oldsmobile, Doran Park,
Round Hill Cellars, Apple-
Apple, Biddulph Chevrolet
and Cleek Paint. Without the
help of our sponsors, Hobie
racing just wouldn't Ije the
same.

Doug Little and I arrived
early Thursday morning to
reserve campsites for the
sponsoring Fleet 281 and to
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Set sail
with the

Hobie Card

YES, I would like a Hobie® Card MasterCard® with
NOANNUALFEEFORTHEFIRSTTWOYEARS.

I wish to apply for a Variable Rate Account. Rate varies with adjustments in prime rate. Requires minimum $18,000 yearly income.
Check here if you prefer a Fixed Rate Account. Interest rate remains constant. Requires minimum $18,000 yearly income.

Please see below for terms and conditions on each account.

Ifapplicant or co-applicant has obtained credit under another name within the past three years, explain on a separate sheet and enclose with reply.
Variable Rate Account: The finance charge for cash advances and other charges is computed at a variable rate equal to the Sovran Bank, N.A. prime rate plus 8%. For example, on Sept. 17, 1987 the prime was 8.75%, so
the APR was 16.75%. FINANCE CHARGE on cash advances accrue from the time of the advance. No FINANCE CHARGE is imposed on purchases of goods and services if payment in full of the unpaid balance is
received prior to the next billing date. You must qualify for a $ 1,500 credit line on this account to receive the variable rate. A fee of 75¢ will be charged to your account if you use your card at any automated teller machine
not owned by Sovran Bank, N.A. or an affiliate bank. After the first two years, the annual membership fee will be the standard fee in effect at that time for the variable rate account. The present annual fee is $18.00.
Fixed Rate Account: The finance charge for cash advances is 12% APR plus a charge equal to 2% of each cash advance, and is imposed at the time of the advance. On all other charges a finance charge of 18% APR is
imposed if payment in full is not credited by the due date. After the first two years. the annual membership fee will be the standard fee in effect at that time for the fixed rate account. The present annual fee is $15.00. No
FINANCE CHARGE is imposed on purchases of goods and services if payment in full of the unpaid balance is received prior to the next billing date. A fee of75¢ will be charged to your Account if you use yourcard at
any automated teller machine not owned by Sovran Bank. N.A. or an affiliate bank.
Credit approval is subject to normal credit qualifications and policies of Sovran Bank, N.A. The actual credit limit on your account is assigned by the bank based on verifiable income. and may be higher or lower than the
amount indicated.
Rev 11/87 MasterCard is a registered service mark of MasterCard International, Inc. used pursuant to license.
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APPLICANT
NAME BIRTHDATE SOCIALSECURITYNO. NO. OF OWNODEPEN- RENTODENTS OTHER 0

PRESENTADDRESS HOWLONG HOMEPHONE MORT./RENTPMT.
YR. MO. ( ) $

NAME&ADDRESSOFNEARESTRELATIVENOTLIVINGWITHYOU PHONE
()

PREVIOUSADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP HOWLONG PRESENTEMPLOYER HOWLONG POSITION MO. SALARY
YRS. MOS. YRS. MOS. S

PRESENTBUSINESSADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP BUSINESSPHONE *OTHER INCOME & SOURCE
()

PREVIOUS EMPLOYER PREVIOUS BUSINESS ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP POSITION HOWLONG
YRS. MOS.

CREDIT REFERENCES AND COMPLETE LIST OF ALL DEBTS NOW OWING. (Attach sheet if more space required.)
NAME ADDRESS ACCOUNTNO. OPENING DATE BALANCE MONTHLY PMT.

BANKWITH-CHECKING crry STATE ACCOUNT'NO.

BANK\VrrH-SAVINGS crry STATE | ACCOUNTNO.

CO-APPLICANT
NAME ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP HOMEPHONE HOWLONG

() YRS. MOS.
BIRTHDATE SOCIALSECURITYNO. CO-APPLICANTEMPLOYER BUSINESS ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP
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() $ YRS. MO.
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Every time
you make a retail purchase,

HOBIE® CARD
returns a portion of its earnings

to support Hobie®'s regattas, fun events

and class association programs.

That's right! Every dollar received

will be spent in direct support

of our sailors -

and at no cost to you as a cardholder!

It's the MasterCard® that lets

you talk Hobie sailing
whenever you use it.

Be it a cat, board or monohull,

Cany the card that shouts
'1 sail the best!"

Apply for yours today!
Under the terms of our agreement, Coast Catamaran will apply
&11 net earnings directly to Hobie; Alpha; and Holder* sailing
program activities. No salaries or other corporate expenses will
be deducted.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Hobie Card
Sovran Bank, N.A.
Bank Card Center
Post Office Box 2060
Norfolk,VA 23501

If you or your group would be interested in creating
other cards, contact: The Group Card, Inc.,
RO. Box 8157, Virginia Beach,VA 23450. 804-463-2071

lillII

CThe Group Card, Inc.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRSTCLASS PERMITNO. 901 NORFOLKVA

Plus providing you and your fellow
Hobie® fanatics with more sailing
activities every time you use it, as a

cardholder you receive these benefits
at no extra charge!

 042No annual fee for the first two years.

 042Competitive variable interest rate tied to prime.

 042Free $200,000 common carrier accident

insurance when tickets purchased with your
Hobie® Card.
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FLEET NEIVS

set everything up at the park.
As this was the first year we
were able to launch from the
beach, we had several impor-
tant factors to deal with such
as parking and assuring a
smooth launch on Saturday.
Pre-registration indicated a full
house. The winds on Thursday
and Friday had come out of
the Northwest and were about
10-15 knots off the Bodega
Buoy. A few early birds arrived
on Friday morning and were
able to get out on the water for
a few hours of excellent sail-
ing.

Saturday morning fog rolled
in and kept us on the beach
until 1:00 p.m. The winds were
extremely light so launching
through the 3-to-4-foot surf
was exciting. We lost one
Hobie 14 trying to get out, but
help was on the way immedi-
ately and nobody, including
the boat, was hurt. It made for
a thrilling few minutes and
great photos. Finally. we were
able to get the first race off in
light, but constant winds. Just
after starting the 18As on their
second race, the committee
boat was faced with a very
difficult decision. The fog
started rolling in early at about
4:00 p.m. Radio communica-
tion between the crash boat
with George Homenko and the
race committee with Len
Chesmore and Chuck
Ridgeway was heated as we
all watched the fog. The deci-
sion to call the race and call
the 67 boats back in was
made to stop any problems
before they started. The race
committee earned the respect
of the racers as everyone
made it back to the beach
safely. Eagle Distributing and
Rick's Liquor Warehouse pro-
vided the Michelob beer and
the racers supplied the stories.
Just as we all got settled, the
fog rolled back out, and the
day turned into a beautiful
afternoon. We all turned in
early to be ready for a better
day Sunday.

The morning looked promis-
ing. The sun came up early,
there was no fog and the
beach was filled with anxious
sailors. We were able to set the
marks right off the beach
which provided atreat forthe
spectators. The temperature
was in the 805, the beach was
packed with future Hobie
racers and the winds were
constant. We got in three

races and still pulled off the
water early.

The weekend was enjoyed
by all, including skippers,
crews, spectators, rangers
and those who worked the
races. We look forward to
sponsoring more successful
regattas in the future. Many
thanksto all of Fleet 281. They
donated their crash boats,
equipment, and more. Hopeto
see everyone next year!

Dunes Regatta '87
Fleet 126, Division 10
GarK Indiana
September 12-13,1987
by Don Bidwell

Do you remember how you
felt the first time you had a
party? Butterflies in your stom-
ach the size of buzzards! You
were sure that absolutely no
one, and I mean not even the
neediest nerd in Qurabash Jr.
High was going to show up!
Noone!

That's about the way our
regatta committee felt the
night before our very first Divi-
sion 10 points regatta. After all,
everyone said, "Who goes to
Gary, Indianato a sailboat
race?" Chicago has been on
the yachting circuit for genera-
tions, as have Detroit and
Cleveland, but Gary?

What few people realize is
that Gary commands about
five miles of beautiful Lake
Michigan that the Chicago
Yacht Club stakes out in feet
and inches. Furthermore,
Hobie Cat racing has brought
together the metallurgists and
mechanics, the dentists and
fork lift drivers, brain sur-
geons, brick layers, barbers,
and biographers into a sport
thatthey could really get
excited about.

And they did come to Gary,
to our first ever points regatta,
and went away agreeing the
racing was great, the competi-
tion fierce and the launching
facilities the very best that can
be found anywhere on Lake
Michigan. Mayor Hatcher and
the entire city council can be
very proud of the job that was
done by the Parks Depart-
ment in making this such a
successful regatta.

Now, let's get to the races
. . Saturday began

unpropitiously with predicted
thunderstorms keeping us
under cover for an extra hour.
When the clouds cleared
away, so did the wind, giving

the regatta committee more
jitters. The race committee set
a long Coursel, with the
weather leg being aboutl.5
miles. The wind filled in from
the northeast at about 4 to 5
knots, which made for good
tactical racing, but not very
stimulating sailing forthe first
two races. It wasn't until close
to 4 p.m., at the end of the
second race, that the wind
shifted 180 degrees and came
up to the predicted 12 to 20
knots and 3-foot waves that
Lake Michigan stakes its repu-
tation on. The steel mills
cooperated, adding their late
afternoon thermals to the fray
The race committee reversed
the course, lengthened the
weather leg to about two
miles, and added a B markto
give the sailors a long Course
4 and a gusty sail backto the
beach with a satisfied feeling
of having had a real Hobie
Day. As we finished our lunch
afterthe races, one girl men-
tioned how beautiful the
sunset looked overthe spar-
kling lights at the Gary Works
of U.S. Steel. I wonder what Mr.
Carnegie would have had to
say about that!

Sunday's races started
underthe threat of cold fronts
and thunderstorms and no
wind for most of the first race.
When it did come to about 8
knots, it shifted 90 degrees to
the northwest. The race com-
mittee again had to make a
major change but did it with
dispatch and set a long
Course 1, twice around, for a
very satisfying finale.

Some of the Division 10 reg-
ularwinners appeared in the
trophy line, with Greg and
Michelle Smith of Gull Lake,
Michigan, first in 18s; David
Green from Lake of the Four
Seasons, Indiana first in 14-
Turbo; and Don Albert and
Tom Stiger of Kalamazoo,
Michigan being welcomed to
A fleet with a win in 168.

Last, but certainly not least,
a well-deserved hand forthe
people who had all the jitters
in putting on this regatta: Jim
and Sue Kartz, and Chris and
Trish Sprague. The punish-
ment for making all of us who
said "It cant be done," eat our
words is, of course, that we
immediately nominated Jim
for commodore of Fleet 126
next year and if you say one
word, Sue, guess who is going
to be vice commodore! Since
everyone else in Fleet 126 has

mike fright, our spokesman for
the whole regatta was past
commodore Tim Terrell. He's
kind of a ham anyway, but he
did a great job of keeping
everyone informed during the
regatta and in the trophy pre-
sentation.

Music City Regatta
Fleet 249, Division 15
Nashville, Tennessee
September 19-20,1987
by B. Lovelace

After a beautiful week of
sunny weather, we all hoped
for at least a light breeze for
the third annual Music City
Regatta being held at Her-
mitage Landing on Percy
Priest Lake in Nashville. Ten-
nessee. Friday evening was
cool and breezy, a treat to all
the campers at the Park. Fleet
members arrived at the club-
house early Saturday morning
to start the coffee although the
skippers meeting was not
scheduled until 11:00. The
morning brought some rain
and excellent 15-18 mph winds
from the northwest. The first
race got off on schedule with
39 boats from Tennessee,
Kentucky, Georgia, Missis-
sippi, Indiana, and Alabama.
With the cooperation of
Mother Nature, we were able
to run four races on Saturday
with only a few casualties.

After the boats got their fill
of racing and playing, more
important things began to
warrant everyone's attention,
namely dinner, the kegs, and
the drawing for door prizes
and give-a-ways. Six grills had
been fired up outside the club-
house and everyone began to
fixtheir own meat-no com-
plaints forthe cooks this way.
The fixins' were supplied by
the fleet along with
scrumptious homemade
goodies for dessert. After din-
ner, Commodore Brooks
Stockman and Kevin
Gillingham began to draw for
the give-a-ways. Cries of"Goo-
goos" were reverberating
throughoutthe clubhouse, so
Kevin began to toss Goo-goos
into the crowds. A Music City
regatta without Goo-goos is
like a day without sunshine.

In addition to the Goo-goos,
which were donated by Stan-
dard Candy Co., the following
businesses also donated
prizes: Fountain Square Mall,
Action Bolt and Screw, Domin-
ion Bank, Castner Knott,
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1 FLEET NEWS

Grifgrabbers, and H20
Swimshop. Bill Robertson
from Chattanooga won the
grand prize-a crystal
decanter donated by Jack
Daniels Distillery full of-you
guessed it!

After a great party Saturday
night, racing began anew on
Sunday. Wind continued to
build all morning, however. the
race committee boat used on
Saturday was u navailable on
Sunday. Not to be outdone, a
Hobie 16 was towed outto the
starting line, anchored, and
the marks were set for the day.
Although the race started a
little late, the delay gave the
local newspaper pho-
tographers a chance to take
some beautiful photographs
which appeared on the front
pages of the Monday morning
and afternoon papers.

Day two came to a close
and race results were tallied as
boats readied themselves for
theirjourney home. Newtro-
phiesthis year were presented
to replace the guitars and ban-

jos given at previous regattas.
The new trophies were made
by fleet members headed up
by Craig Dooley and his com-
pany, Dooley Custom
Millworks. The screen prints
and lettering were done by a
fleet member's crew, Betsy
Gail, a local artist. Three
Nashvillianstook home first
place trophies and three left
forthe Chattanooga; Indiana;
luka, Mississippi; and
Memphis. Tennessee fleets.

As everyone headed for
home, fleet members congrat-
ulated themselves for all the
hard work put into making this
regatta a success and a bottle
of vodka was awarded to our
esteemed commodore. Spe-
cial thanks go to our other
sponsors, Michelob and Her-
mitage Landing, neither of
which we could have done
without. Thanks to Teresa and
Thelma, our land crew, to
Sondra and Pete and Mar-
garet Soles for serving as race
committee, and to Garry Far-
ris, John Bishop, Fred, and
Jim for providing chase boats.
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1. Longue¥• lte,John2. 1.*, Milie3. Isco, Gordon4. Workman, EdPOINTS 5. Firre" Gregory6. G reen• a ld. Hug.3.00 7. .....S,9.7512.00 HOBIEl.12.0019.00 1. Baatz, Al21.00 2. ..rch, Scott22.00 3. Carter, Otis34.00 4. E.ton, Scott36.0040.00 ...U lt.

'• SI.111 1. Grallont, Marc 4.752. Gros:koff, John 6.507.75 3. Shidler, Deearne 9.009.75 4. ..on, Brent 10.0012.75 5. Kirk• ood, Jack 14.0014.0023*0027.00
00 DIVISION 1237.0037.00

..'., 1988 DIVISIONALS AT HAM..ASSET.FLEETS 136 & 473, DIVISION 12· MADISON. CTSEPTEMBER 19, 20,1987

...11 111
1. Adelman/Adetman2. Cuttllc/JonIon3. Flm/Bertri4. Ime.• .5. Benion//Be6. loreau/Gone*u7. .*r/Lee8. Walklet/wwl-s9.......Id10. Shea/Hoas11. Prout,/Prouty12. Sullivan/Sullivan13. ..lond/.ds#rth14. ferrara/Rei• ers15• O'Connell/0'Connell16. ....r.r17. MU/plis17. Sculley/sCULEY

POINTS
9.50 f..It 1•9.5011.75 1. S.ar/Hasse.ger13.00 2. Auger/Lerou.16.00 3. Kalier/K'iser1• .00 3. Eliood/Foster24.0027.0029.00 .0.El.3'.I - -1. Mason/M8.on21!1• 1
5.2514.0014.75 ...L. 1Lt15.0017.75 1. Campbell18.00 2. witte21.00 3. Hands23.00 4. K.O.lton30.00 5. Cullen37.00 6. Winston7. BeckerPOINTS 8. Gleason9. Pickett7.50 10. .-'.75 11. Bradley9.50 12. R. Winston11.00 12. Clark16.0023.00

HOBIE 16A• tut• --
3.00 1. Franco/Fra• co2. K.gan/K• gil8.00 3. Roo. Rook4. McAlltster/Hallett5. Beula,/Boul"6. Donn#.r/Hughes7. Breuer/.-an8. ..rand/Michell-9.Merlin/Re,chel10. Cre....ce11. L*• me/Michelle
' 11. M.Zella/....11. Loran....$tia....LS

9.7510.5011.7515.75 HOBIE 16816.00 ---.21.0023.00 1. Snyder/Chapman2. Tar...ew• o.c23.0027.00 3. Week...me.4. .arocle/Yotte33.00 5. Broseo/Brosco39.0043.m " Jackson/J""on
POINTS
• liA  036alts7.75 1. Kress/Vene19.00 2. Larocle/....024.00 3. Smith/Riddle

egiall :::m:ir:"'rt
5.50 6. .arnard/John• on
7.50 7. .virt/Raymond10.00 7. Carroll/C-pbel•10.73 7. Dull• y/K• rby7. Robins-/Robi-on20·00 7. Osgood/Vor,Oidenberg7. Anderso• /Luc,-'.' 7. Letourleau/Foley

10.5010.7511.7512.00 HOBIE 14T16.7519.00 1. ...24.00 2. F...27.00 3. .• stes

POI
6.17.23.25.27.52.52.52.52.52.52.52.

...
3.0012.0014.7517.0018.0020.0026.0032.0033.0036.0052.0052.0052.00

lillIli
3.0012.0012.7514.0018.0018.0025.0027.0030.0033.0034.0041.0047.0056.0059.0060.0072.0072.00

• 211/1
3.006.7516.0017.0024.0024.00

.1...
4.259.5013.0015..18.0018.0023.0024.0034.0040.0040.0052.CO52.00

11211El
2.258.0012.0012.0013.0015.0020.00

POINTS
2.257.008.0012.00

POINTS

NTS
0000000000LU0000000000000U

DIVISION 14

SHORT MOUNTAIN SHOOTOUTFLEET 145, .VISION 14KERR LAKE - SALLISAW, OKSEPTEMBER 26, 27,1987

HOBIE 16A
1. Collins/Col....2. Keeton/Benton3. Trotter/Trotter4. Leeffelhoh/Griss-5. Hess/Trotter6. .ans/Means7. A• l• n/eeatty8. Borde• on/Bor.'on9. ..#-an/Stein10. Schu,• er/Diehl11. Marchessault/Marchesl

tf.,!It
1. Ettner/Summers2. Bradford/Bradford3. Miedt/*..4. Dick*rson/Kerns5. Torres/Torres6. Lo'Iner/Akins7. Blac• Well/Sto• g

POINTS
5.SO5.757.008.7512.00'17.0018.0020.0025.0025.00ult NO.00

n!51'
3.SO6.006.7511.0011.7514.0021.09

DIVISION 15

MUSIC .. REGATTAFLEET, 249, DIVISZON 15NASHVILLE, T.SEPTENEE 19, 20,1987

1+08IE 18.
1. Lynn Olsen2. Chuck.nes3. Bill Robertson4. John Derrl.er

.!91U H'
1. Lerry Lovelace2. Gary La,born3. Ke/n Gillingh-4. "* Cain5. Russ Cude

/2911 1.1
1. Carole Arric,

.Rt.Ll
3.0010.75d 16.00d 17.0018.00

St!/Il
3.009.0010.0016.0017.00

Sti• 11
3.00

..

r-
d
d.1.-/
di

-: I.EL
00

r-1

4
......
.4

P--

• 2• 18A ERUITS
1. CIr..Curt. 2.25 POINT

HOatE Ir. POINTS 4.26.71. ..t.0 3.50 9.72. Sher-d 3.50 5.3. Bass 9.004. Stol: 9.005. Tier 13.00
HO.. 178 1• tu.-1
i.::.:.. 2.255.753. Charles 6.001. Ttr. Lusk2. Steve/Jo at In

%911 11!
1. .. .Re.2. Mack Andre..3.Billy Crier4. Gerry .l er5. Perry Larlmer

t..1! "• t!2.,1// 121/11. Dor. Pitts 1. Chandler 0-4 3.002. Greg Lon ecker 2. Crelg Doote, 7.75
112/Li 16C 3. mt 8./.y 12.004. LeI La. 16.005. .8.Roach 18.001. Brwce Miles2, Ktrb, Trac,3. RoDi. Hood4. Jay Witter HOB• E 14 .It..Il5. Cliff Ne,5on' 6. F..... .!.El• 1• '.• '1. DruLliMgel 2.25 1. m.k Fus$ell 8.50t!2Eit j& 2. Sh.artz 4.• 53. Wel. 7.00 2. Bill Hart 9.753. Henry E.-rds 9.754. Har..ton 11.00 4. Joe Core. 11.73Z. 5. .lch8el Mc... 15.003.
5. • • 1' 14T 21!1116.7. 1. Taylor 4.758. 2. La.ver 4.759. ,!12• 11 1& 3. Trel' 5.50

10. 4. Belle. 9.001. .....vill SS!3"11. 2. Martl.12. 3. lehman 5.5013. 4. Murphy 7.5014. 5. Freder 16.006. Ferree 16.006. 7. CD,obe8. Isco,8. 9. Greenw19. POINTS10. Widl § c
3.25

Z.3.
5.6.
8.9.10.11.12.13. 1. Green, ...14. 2. ...l, Cherr,95.96.
8.19.

• 211Ll
6. 3.009.008. 11.00

JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1988/55

Join a Fleet
Thought about joining up with fellow Hobie
sailors in your area? Send us this coupon
and we'll let you know where your closest
fleet is located.

0 I would like information on how to
contact the fleet closest to me, which,
according to the Fleet Directory listing in
the HOTLINE, is fleet #

0 I can't find a fleet that is located near me,
therefore send me information on how to
start a fleet.

Name

Address

City State 7ip

Send to: The Hobie Class Association

RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054
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Home free.
When you buy a Even a skylight. dent suspension.

Vanc:gon Volkswagen, you Pop the top and you'll find Or as one Vanagon owner
Camper GL get a lot more room to sleep four with the put it, =be it ever so nimble,
than iust a great everyday van. greatest of zzz's. there's no place like home:

You get a home. Best of all, our camper is a See your dealer for a test
Inside, there's a sink, stove, German-engineered Volkswagen. drive and a wonderful lesson

refrigerator and dining table. With a 2.1-liter fuel-iniected ,-7 in home economics.
Plus all sorts of ingenious nooks, engine. Power rack-and-pinion (6YA) German engineering.
crannies and compartments. steering and 4-wheel indepen- • A• TheVolkswagen way:

©1987 Volkswagen • Seatbelts save lives.
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Attention Fleet Officers!
In an effort to better serve

all fleets, the HOTLINE asks
that reporting officers follow
the guidelines included here.
These guidelines will help
HOTLINE report on events in a
more timely and accurate
manner. When submitting
race stories, results and pho-
tos, please keep the following
deadlines in mind.

Race stories should be a
maximum of 300 words. They
must be typewritten, double
spaced and should have the
name of the regatta, the fleet
number, the division number,
the location, the date and the
writer's name at the top of the
story. Please be sure the names
used in the stories are spelled
correctly.

Regatta Dates Due Dates Issues
9/1 to 11/3 are due 11/10 will appear in Jan/Feb
11/4 to 1 /5 are due 1/12 will appear in March/April
1/6 to 2/27 are due 317 will appear in May/June
2/28 to 5/5 are due 5/12 will appear in July/August
5/6 to 7/7 are due 7/14 will appear in Sept/Oct
7/8 to 8/31 are due 9/7 will appear in Nov/Dec

Please note that this schedule is subject to change.

Do not submit results on
scoresheets. Results should
be typed lor printed by com-
puter) by class, position, and
total points. Place the name
of the regatta, the fleet
number, the division number,
the location, the date and
the name of the person sub-
mitting the scores at the top
of each page of results.

Photos should be 5x7 or 8,(10
black and white prints. Please
write a short caption identifying
the people in the photo, and/or
the regatta on a separate sheet
and tape the caption to the back
of the print. Photos cannot be
returned so please send a dupli-
cate print.

193 d) DI) R

Submit all material directly
to HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92054.

We'll do our best to be sure
every fleet's regatta is
included in the race section,
but stories will be printed on
a space available basis. The
HOTLINE also reserves the
right to edit stories for length
considerations.

World, National
and Division

information exclusively for

9011/E subscribers.

Subscribe todayl

Don1 miss out.

JANUARY 042FEBRUARY1988/57



NAMONAL
HOBIE 14/TURBO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

ELK RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 4, 1987

HOBIE 14T
1 Bob Curry
2 Boyd Bass
3 Stephan Acquart
4 Vel De Kreek
5 Greg Trent
6 Clark A. Keyser
7 Byron Parker
8 Debbie Taylor
9 Davis S. Green

10 Bret A. Moss
11 Jon Tiger
12 Dave Wilder
13 Carole Arrick
14 William Mack, Jr.
15 James Frederick
HOBIE 14

1 Bob Curry
2 Stan Woodruff
3 Boyd Bass
4 Stephan Acquart
5 Bret A. Moss
6 Greg Myner
7 Jerry Jenkins
8 Chuck Watson
9 Davis S. Green

10 Vel De Kreek
11 Bob Wall
12 Dave Wilder
13 William Mack, Jr.
14 Bob Schwartz
15 Stan Evans
16 Clark A. Keysor
17 Byron Parker

John Storer
Fred Ryan
James Frederick
Jon Tiger
Jack Welsh, M.D.

HOBIE WOMENS U.S. CHAMPIONSHIP
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

SEPTEMBER 8-11, 1987

Renfro/Deans
Nelson/Seaman
Robertson/Brenny
Leon/Leth
Holmes/Whittington
Popejoy/Moore
O'Brien/De Chesne
Moore/Casher

POINTS

POINTS

5.25
15.00
23.00
27.75
40.00
46.00
53.00
53.00
56.00
61.00
63.00
66.00
79.00
83.00
97.00
POINTS
7.50

17.75
22.00
24.75
29.00
53.00
54.00
61.00
65.00
65.00
73.00
75.00
89.00
92.00
94.00
99.00

105.00
109.00
116.00
121.00
121.00
135.00

34.25
35.00
41.75
44.00
58.75
66.00
66.00
66.75

9 Tully/Russel
10 Christopher/Frankline
11 Sloan/Pascoe
12 Skidmore/Drllevich
13 Tully/Lewis
14 MGManus/Holverson
15 Villa/Villa
16 Ward/Lovsletten
17 Laroque/Tebeau
18 Cockroft/Glaze
19 Schratz/Brown
20 Pryor/Karnitschnig
21 Heath/Duncan
22 Shiller/Walker
23 Gira/Bowen
24 Barnes/Outlaw

HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

SEPTEMBER 13-19, 1987

1 Jeff'Alter
2 Carlton Tucker
3 Enrique Figueroa
4 M. Shearer/K. Ward
5 Hobie Alter Jr.
6 K. Christensen/C. Christensen
7 8.Seman/D. beupree
8 T. Materna/R. Jenkins
9 A. Egusa/S. Holmes

10 R. Eddington/C. Eddington
11 C. McCarty Jr./S. Newton
12 T. Hitch/M. Hammond
13 D. Katterman/J. Katterman
14 P. Porter/L. Robertson
15 P. Bascoe/J. Pascoe
16 C. Nunes/M. Montgomery
17 L. Dockstader/C. Kiel-Deans

P. Tobie, G. Loose
R. MacConnell/C. Carroll
Mark Ralph
W. Smith/J. Smith
J. Casher/G. Casher
B. Carpenter, C. Kastey
R. Neatherby
L. Ashton/S. Ashton
R. Daniel/S. Shaw
J. Newsome/P. Paul
D. Shearer/M. Tuckett
R. Seta/M. Mallum
T. Korzeniewski/W. kffers
T. Mooneyham/V. Parsighlan
R. Wythes, T. Remick
D. McCredie/8. Fields
8. Williams
D. Kulkoski/K. Villa
M. Montague/S. Geddes
J. Poncin/C. Trevey

1 FLEET DIRECTORY

FLEET COMMODORE
1 Bill Krull2 le./R..one St.rk3 paild & Carol Ko"hl4 Mike Chee5 Dennis MacDon/ld6 Willi// R. Myrter7 St/' flagleeston8 Walter Tucker9 Dick Stine10 Larry Sta,ner11 ". Cassidy12 Bobby Florence13 Ralph Welr14 Paul Ulib/rri15 ..Johns-16 *rtne. Moe17 Dave M. Hinds18 John Medler19 John/Petti Lefler20 Michael R. Ettl21 Ed Montague22 Patrick .cM.,ter23 Joe Bob/Anne Crain24 Doug Ruth25 Richard Bardelen26 Mike Wycoff27 Greg Trent28 Stephen Lath-29 Julian Levin30 larry Maris31 hella/Barry B,rgess32 tohn Fraze,33 eith Fuller34 alt Phill/son35 ...it.36 ncy Newitt37 rge. ZOE...38 -L Harvey39 heryl Hohenhauten40 Joe Kuchenbuch41 live ...1.42 Vicky Roche43 IN Stsson44 tchird Schukon45 Is*. Merritt46 wray Dividson47 teve C/• /bel48 1,0 'me49 0• Creed50 eal Tracy

LOCATION
D.na .int, CAAuburn, CA.Ing ...ch, CASan 0• ego, CAClearw-r, FL..wal .1Pasadena, CAHouston, TxSulphur, LAClear Lake, 1.Orlando, FL../.. 6.Spokane, WASeattle, WAVenture, CAAraheis, CAkrament" CA7/51/anti, MtAs.... OrS*-1 Jose, CAModesto, CASt. A• bert, Alb .4Dallas, .ocean Cit" 141Tulsa, OKIndianapolis, INWichita, KSNatick, MAMerced, CARiverside, CABrookflild, CTVirginia ...ch, VAPortland. ORNorth ...Beach. FLPensacota, FLMt-1, FLBellinghI, WANov. scot*a, CANADABradenton, FLBattle Creek, MINew Orleens, LATa,pa, FL/ 042llahaisee,FL4 Lauderdale, FLCOCO Beach, FLAlbuc• erM, ICincinnati, 014Albuguerque, /"a......Ft. C/lins, CO

WORLD HOBIE CLASS ASSOCIATIONFLEET LISTING DIRECTORY

67.00
83.00
83.00
92.75

109.00
136.00
143.00
155.00
159.00
164.00
182.00
183.00
190.00
211.00
216.00
224.00

POINT•
16.00
22.25
24.50
28.25
37.50
40.00
58.00
71.75
79.00
96.00

110.00
117.00
122.00
126.00
128.00
132.00
132.00
134.00
138.00
144.00
153.00
154.00
162.00
165.00
167.00
173.00
178.00
179.00
181.00
189.00
193.00
193.00
195.00
205.00
208.00
216.00
220.00

LOCAT104 DIVISION
Las Vegat, l 2White Be• r Lake, • IN 7Iste of Palms, SC 9..imore, MD 11mi Rouge, LA 15...port. . .Los AY/s, CA 2......, MI 10Springfield, /0 7S...Sk.... 10.....I Co 5Fresno. CA 3Norman, CK 1,Austin, T. 6Shore Acres, . 11Scottsdale, AZ 2Salt Lake City, UT 5Lorain, OH 10New Zealand Int'lOcean Springs, IS 15Ke, West,. 8Portland, OR 4Northfleld, N.1 11
T-uning, GUAM Int ° lMobile, Al 15val Lake. CA 2
Pago, Page I. Sc• oa Int'lDayle)na, FL 8Carpenteria, CA 2Ontario, CANADA 10Rock Hill, SC 9Des Motnes, IA 7.*... 10El. ral N. 16San Rafael, CA 3Lake Havasu City, AZ 2Mish*waka, IN .Winnipeg, Man. CAN 7/. Worth, TX 14Huntersville, IC 9laf/yette, LA 15
Bothet(, WAMery¥• lte,TNDurth-, .CClear Lake, Man. CANCorpus Christi, IllSalterpath, I

38 D. Delave/K. Williams
39 J. Hauser/D. Brown
40 W. Schafer/R. Moore
41 D. Sloan/P. Sloan
42 D. Grant/D. Thomas
43 J. Kuc/K. Rourke
44 N. Kelley/J. Keeton
45 P. Campi/D. Archer
46 T. Bonner/J. West
47 W. Tully/A. Tully
48 M. Bounds/L. Bounds

INTERNAHONAL
HOBIE 14 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

MAURITIUS
SEPTEMBER 23-30

1 Allan Lawrence
2 Hiro De Maeyer
3 David Kruyt
4 William Dwards
5 Blaine Dodds
6 Kitty Salmon
7 Colin Hancox
8 Shaun Ferry
9 Philippe Hars

10 Gerhard Koper
11 Nino Salmon
12 Jannie Tukker
13 Kamien Johnson
14 Peter Tomalln
15 Ren Brand
16 Paul Thomas

Eric Poafai
Francis Petras
Sk Lippstreu
Jean Agni eray
Didier Glraud
Aubrey Price
Jacques Le Voguer
Jacgues Foucaud
Lionel Hartley
Wayne Schafer
Tuke Pacquler
Stephane Lagesse
Kaniel Giraud
Karl Buic
Ricardo Cabrera
D. Gautier de la Haut
Chariol Aguerre
Tony Marsh
Rcno Brodbeck
Bob Antelme

CO-10'.RE
Richard JohnsonJoe MkFartandSteve BechtoldPall Sted 042-Mike HolfordDebbie MetscherMichel Le CatvicDennis lorenMilton DinhoferJi• FralkRichard DrewJ'rl MatwinJoill,13 042Is-
T- Hart.-Ike SeligJake TaberChuck Rane,Allred ColucclRobert Self
W*lter O'Grad, CabralTerry F. AllenD• vid BeckerRoger • a 042ersbach..1. Spr...Don Sers 042alDan MallumGlenn WithenshawIrial ..cht.lerJay CollinsNeil CarterCarlos MatosMark DoyleBot BuchtmanJoel MarcusJay Sutton....rd. Vil• .grin
Richard .*nPat .• CainRobin/Harry HighstoA.Peter FrakerRic/Marg.ret ...,James F. ...gessRick Bush
Hans Welclm,wlMichele McM,nusDave Sarvis

COUNTRY
South Africa
Tapiti
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Tahiti
South Africa
South Africa
Tahiti
South Africa
Tahiti
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Tahiti
Tahiti
South Africa
Tahiti
Mauritius
South Africa
France
France
South Africa
U.S.A.
Tahiti
Maurltius
Mauritius
Mauritius
Spain
France
France
Australia
Switzerland
Mauritius

222.00
224.00
226.00
228.00
238.00
252.00
255.00
257.00
265.00
267.00
295.00

POINTS

LOCATION DIVISION
W'*lmington, NC 9Brown/ville, TX 6Slow' ...ID 7..... IN 10Boise, ID 4Stea• boat Springs,CO 5Papeete, mm Int'lPkiskegor., MI 10Great Neck, . 12Victori., TX 6......Ille, FL 8venice, FL 8Freepor,0 G. 0/HAMIS Int'L
Witmette, I...ter Haven, F.Grand Rapids, MITyler, TXAr,go • a, NYPan.. City, FL
Fortale• a, BRAZIL 7
St. Louis, - 10....ille. ly 12L.ke Poinsett. ID 7Che.tert...IN 10I. Pierce, FL 8San Antonio, T. 6Thunder Bay,.t CA. 7Pem.torn, P.C. CAN 4Okl,hoea City, OK 14Tiermure, INDONESIA Irit• lSal Juan. P. R. 13048, TN 15.Itt..J 12.an... . 12Der...leI N. 11Guatemala City Int'l
Levittwn, PA 11C......... 9Lou.*. K. 10Islip, . 12East Lansing, MI laVal .re.. . T.Burhburnettl . 1.
...+THAILAND Int*lBlue Springs, MID 70.,1., Ont. CANADA 16

20.00
34.00
35.50
50.00
51.25
61.75
64.00
66.00
71.00
78.00
89.75

.95.00
101.00
110.00
117.00
123.00
124.00
124.00
126.00
128.00
130.75
138.00
139.00
152.00
161.00
165.00
177.75.
182.00
184.00
186.00
186.75
196.00
206.00
227.00
230.00
251.00

58/HOBIE HOTLINE

. 4

..

SKIPPER/CREW
NAME

18. 18. 17.19. 19. 18.20. 20. 19.21. 21. 20.22. 22. 21.
23. 22.
24. 23.
25. 24.
26. 25.
27. 26.

SKIPPER/CREW 28. 27.
29. 28.

1. 30. 29.
2. 31. 30.
3. 32. 31.
4. 33. 32.
5. 34. 33.
6. 35. 34.
7. 36. 35.
8. 37. 36.

DIVISION FLEET COMMOOORE FLEET
2 51 Steven Brand
3 52 Tom r 036r• hfarber Z2 53 ./ Cal' 32 54 George Btakeslee 48 55 Deni. Ing.. S56 Pat • Nesll 6Z 57 Bob Gartand 76 S8 Mark Melling .6 59 Louis Gries 042r. 960 M• chael Si• pson 08 61 Thom Larson
9 62 Joyce Swanson Z63 Guy lawyer 364 J• i Bettes · 4*Z 65 ... LeBroe. 5 10Z 66 W Banks 6 B67 Todd Urban 7 10TO 68 Larr. Hutlock 869 Dowg Hislop 9 63 70 Mark .derer I5 71 Lenny Carey4 72 J-/ Horswill Z4 73 .. ...r 374. 414 75 Ji• Hol.. 510 76 Chance/Jo Gaston 677 Jerry .my12 m 83 79 Bill H.... 9Z 80 Ro, Berts• et 02 81 Ron Bisho• 19 82 Les Bibby 283 Steve Failte 38 84 like/....ta IiI1S 85 J... Sch,rt'inger 58 86 ...... Doud 64 87 Dear.. Link12 88 Willias law..sk' 88 89 Mike Griffee 9 042

10 90 Charles Anderson 015 91 Andy Stow
8 92 Dere• T• ,lor Z15 93 Lou Gulling 38 94* 48 95 Fait Cafter S5 96 News• Baker 9 610 97 Mike Mal-e 9 .5 98 La,ont George 7 899 Peter Colby 6 9S 100 Ra, Val• ec• llo 9 .



1 FLEET DIRECTORY

k Decitur, ILCg St. Simons Is., GAfe Gainesville, FLHS Centerville, GADrookly., MIC.soer, WY
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DANGER

f
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

DANGER
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Products that meet your

Need for Speed*- Sailboard Style!
*speed, control, comfor4 convenience and safety
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Y.:
"The Steamer"
by Refugio
What's tougher than a smooth
skin and warmer than a nylon
out wetsuit? The Steamerl
Its 5mm textured skin-out
neoprene sheds water for maxi-
mum thermal insulation. Ny-
lon-inside adds strength and
comfort. Neck, wrists, & ankles
are sealed with 3mm neoprene
smooth-inside. A heavy duty
vertical zipper in the back is
backed with two inside flaps.
Seams are glued & blind-
stitched for waterproof con-
struction. Mens sizes S - XXL;
womens S - XL.
#38-320_ Mens $149.95
#38-322_ Womens $149.95

The Z-Boom by Hydrodynamix
From Australia, the Z-Boom allows the sailor to grip the boom
with a straight wrist position which increases his strength
and endurance. A lower boom height is combined with a
higher mast attachment. Features a new 88 degree Reef front
end and hinged rear end with integral cam cleat. Sealed ad-
justment system keeps sand and water out.
#54-4146 Wave Z-Boom 4'6"- 6'2" $185.00
#54-4150 Slalom Z-Boom 5'0" - 6'8" $195.00
#54-4160 Race Z-Boom 6'3" - 7'11" $205.00
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Spreader Bars -96 1- V . --4r,A / 'mf:-1,FQ -1 042Proven in Hawaii, stainless -<JA .4
bars are strong & lightweight. rd . 2.:A ,.. *«imit-jital i ":" 9· 2-1 '
V-hooks do not chafe harness lines
as aluminum hooks will. Pain
#01-0155 10" Spreader Bar $17.95 (f #
#01-0153 12" Spreader Bar $19.95 <35'

V./.7

Freedom Seat Harness
Provides superior comfort and
support. Features sculptured
seat & padded leg loops. Blue,
red, or fuchsia. Sizes: S, M, L.
Order spreader separately.
#30-033_ $59.95

Books, Videos & T-Shirts
Murrays best sellers! Zen & the Art of Windsurfing by
Frank Fox. 160 pp b/w. Humorous and instructional.
#45-0205 $6.95. The Impact Zone by Jonathan Weston.
122 pp color photo documentary of Hawaiian surf sailing
scene. Stunning photos. #45-0150 $14.95. Video: Impact
Zone Hawaii A 55 minute VHS rockumentary with original
jazz & rock music. #45-2150 $49.95. Performance Wind-
surfing with Mike Waltze by Mike Waltze. 184 pp. Color.
Transition guide to short-board skills & equipment. #45-0136
$15.95. Other favorites:
#45-0043 Sailboard Book $15.95
#45-0155 Impact Zone T-shirt $12.95

\ #45-0200 Boardsailing Made Easy $14.95
#45-0206 Windsurfing Dictionary $6.95
#45-0215 Racing Rules for Boardsailors $15.95

1|fURRAYS • ARINE P.O. Box 490 Carpinteria, CA 93013 (805) 684-8393
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CATCH THE ACTION!
595.95.YIDE91

COLLECT THE POSTER!

WEAR THE SHIRT!

REGISTRATION OF INTEREST AND
COMPETITOR INFORMATION WRITE:
HOG'S BREATH 1000 INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE
P.O. BOX 1394
FT. WALTON BEACH, FL 32549

AOG'S BRE,473•
-

1988 HOG'S BREATH 1000
INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE

STARTS

• */4ING • s» MAY 16, 1988

.
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1-800-826-69694. HIO«lhA/fLAT•
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FL. RESIDENTS 904-243-0978
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FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
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26 Minute Documentary Of The

1987 Hog's Breath 1000

$32.00 incl. postage & handling

Full Color Graphic Art Poster

1987 Hog's Breath 1000
$10.00 incl. postage & handling

World Famous Hog's Breath T-Shirts
Choice of Colors & Designs

Call For A Clothing Catalog.
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LEARNING

TO

'WATERSTART
11 BY ERIC SHARP
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I twas blowing 20 knots and better,
• and though I was missing three
• jibes out of five on my 12-foot Alpha
• 220 race board, I was still having a
• ball. The 7.5 meter, camber-induced

sail had all the power 1 could handle
and then some, and I was going as fast as
some of the shortboard sailors.

The problem was that after ripping
along for half a mile at 20 knots, chances
were that I'd fall while trying to carve a
waterski-style jibe. But even falling wasn't
the problem; it was standing on the board
and uphauling the sail while the wind tried
to rip it out of my hand when a two-to-
three foot chop tried to knock me off the
board.

I noticed that a lot of the shortboard
sailors weren't much more successful at
jibing than I was. The difference was that
while I went through the slow, exhausting,
and frustrating business of climbing back
onto the board to uphaul, they were doing
waterstarts and letting the wind do most
of the work.

In a waterstart, the sailor swims next to
the board to position it on a beam reach,
(or even a slight broad reach) and uses
the booms to get the sail up just above the
water The sailor keeps his body in the
water, hanging onto the booms, while he
gets one or both feet onto the board.
Then he pushes the sail up a bit farther
from the water and allows it to catch the
full force of the wind. If he does it right, the
sail will continue to rise, getting the board
moving forward at the same time it levers
the sailor out of the water and onto the
board. [See Drawing 1.]

I've tried waterstarting a few times
before, using a 6-meter sail in a 20-knot
breeze, but the problem was that at that
point I was barely able to sail a board in
that much air. Now, watching a teenage

girl who couldn't have weighed 100 on a reach, and I used my legs to swim
pounds do a perfect waterstart a few feet my body close to the board. Some books
from me, I decided that I was either going and instructors tell you to put only one leg
to learn the technique or drown trying. on the board while waterstarting, using

The first attempt was a disaster. l had the other leg to kick like mad and help the
the bow of the board pointing too high sail lift you from the water But as hard as
into the wind and couldn't even get the it was blowing, and with the size sail I had,
sail up. After a few minutes I figured out I knew that power was going to be the
that first I needed to get the board onto a least of my problems. Instead I put my
beam reach before even trying to start, front foot on the board opposite the base
and second, the easiest way to get the sail of the mast and my back foot in one of the
started on its way up was to swim out to footstraps on the windward side. Now I
the tip of the mast, lift it out of the water, could push with my foot and pull with my
and then swim down the mast and sail back to help keep the board pointing off
clear of the water. [See Drawing 2.] This the wind. [See Drawing 3.]

works because a sail is an airfoil, like an
airplane's wing, and works on exactly the
same principle. When you have the sail in
proper position for a waterstart, it's flying
just above the water like an airplane wing,
and you should feel it trying to fly up out of
your hands.

On the second attempt I managed to
keep the sail above the water long
enough for me to swim my body sideways
and get my front foot onto the board. The
problem was that as I shoved the sail up,
the board rounded up into the wind.
Defeated, I let the sail drop and sat on the
board to catch my breath and figure out
what I was doing wrong. I was panting like
a spent race horse, but mostly from ner-
vous excitement rather than exertion.
After a couple of minutes I overcame the
temptation to say the heck with it and
uphaul. I slipped back into the water and
swam out to the tip of the mast.

This time I kept the mast tip forward,
keeping the bow of the board off the
wind. When I got to the booms, I raised
the sail, (a bit too far, as it turned out) and
managed to get it back down again just
before the wind ripped it out of my hands.
But I had still managed to keep the board

From the time I started swimming down
the mast until I had both feet on the board
was probably twenty seconds, but it
seemed like an hour. I was gasping like
the guy who finishes second in a mar-
athon. The board was now moving slowly
sideways as I lay there under the sail,
holding it just above the water I let the
board drift for another few seconds, pull-
ing me along with it while I collected my
wits. Then I pushed the sail up slowly.
[See Drawing 4.] It's hard to explain what
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wind. [See Drawing 6.]happened next. I didn't have any sensa-
tion of being pulled up, nor did it feel like I
was pulling myself out of the water by the
booms. Rather, I just kept my arms
extended and slightly bent, and it seemed
as if I just sort-of levitated out of the water
while the board gathered way.

Talk about exhilaration! My legs were
shaking and I was still gasping like a
freshly-landed fish, but I bore off and shot
away like a rocket, whooping at the top of
my lungs. [See Drawing 5.] Thirty sec-
onds later I fell on a jibe, and this time I

wasn't in the drink thirty seconds before I
waterstarted again. For the next three
hours, I waterstarted, fell, and water-
started until I barely had enough strength
left to crawl onto the beach. Sometimes it
took a minute or two to get restarted,
especially when I shoved the sail up too
far, wasn't able to keep control of it, and
the wind ripped it out of my hands and
flopped it either onto the water on the
other side of the board, or on my side with
the clew forward.

If it landed on my side of the board but
clew forward, I simply swam to the mast
tip and swam the tip back toward the
stern until I could lift the clew just enough
to let the wind flip it over If the sail flew all
the way over to the far side of the board. 1
did what the books said and swam
around the board and got ahold of the
masttip. Then, with the bow pointing a bit
to weather, I swam the mast around the
stern of the board and dragged the
booms, mast first, over the stern to the
weather side. As the booms slid across
the board, the buoyancy of the board
lifted the sail above the water, making it
easier for me to get it into position to start.
In fact, you could even pull the booms up
onto the stern of the board and leave
them there while you maneuver the board
onto a reach. Then finish pulling the
booms across, keeping the sail flying just
above your head. If you do this right, you
should wind up with yourself positioned
on the weather side of the board, holding
the booms with the clew of the sail point-
ing aft and the mast tip pointing into the

You don't need to sail shortboards to
learn waterstarting. It's a standard and
vital technique for longboard racing,
because a quick waterstart after a fall can
save thirty seconds or more instead of
climbing on to uphaul. After trying it both
ways, I'd say that the best way to learn is
on a longboard. It has a few disadvan-
tages, like increased difficulty in
maneuvering board and sail into position
and keeping them there. But the greater
flotation of a big board overcomes the
disadvantages. It makes the actual pro-
cess of coming up out of the water a lot
easier The longboard is more forgiving of
mistakes; if you try to haul yourself up a
bit too quick, or maybe let a leg slip off,
that extra buoyancy makes it much easier
to recover. A big board also has the
advantage of being uphaulable if the
wind dies or you simply poop out,
whereas running out of wind or energy on
a shortboard usually means a long swim
home.

The big problem with waterstarting is
the same one you encountered with wind-
surfing: there just seems to be too many
things happening at once. You're trying to
get the sail up off the water and the bow
swings around to weather. You get the
bow pointing off the wind and now your
body is so far away you can't get your feet
up. And just when you get yourself in
position, you raise the sail a little bit too
high and the wind gets hold of it and flips
it over so that it's pointing clew first.

You just have to grit your teeth (cursing
really loud also seems to help a lot) and
methodically start all over. Eventually, you
will get your ducks all in a row and
discover that magical sensation of being
raised off the water by some unseen
magician. If you find yourself panting
heavily, heed the signs and take a break.
Climb onto the board, sit there for a while,
and contemplate the other sailors, the
waves, your navel, or whatever helps you
relax. Then start again with a new deter-
mination. It helps a lot to go at this with a
positive outlook, just knowing that you're

going to get it. After you've done a few
waterstarts, you'll be amazed at how rela-
tively easy it becomes. It's like those first
few hours of windsurfing. After a few
months you look back and wonder what
all the fuss was about. But there are a few
tricks that will help beginning waterstar-
ters.

First, wear a lifejacket. If you don't, half
the energy that should be available for
lifting the mast tip, pushing the booms up,
and swimming the board into position
gets wasted in keeping your body afloat.
When you're waterstarting, you have to
raise your hands above your shoulders a
lot. [See Drawing 7.] And when you raise

your hands above your shoulders, the
specific gravity and the laws of physics
keep everything in balance by sinking
your head under the surface. A lifejacket
counteracts this. But make sure that the
jacket fits snugly and your harness hook
doesn't get covered by it (if you wear a
waist or seat harness). Otherwise, the
darned thing slides around your body
and the straps hang up on the boom, the
top of the centerboard, the mast track
adjustment knob, and a half a dozen
other places.

Second, it also helps to start in shallow
water a couple of times. Stand in waist-
deep water to get the mast and sail
positioned and then push up on the
booms until the sail is clear of the water
and just trying to fly. Next, put one foot on
the board, then bend one knee of the
supporting leg and lower your body until
your shoulders are almost submerged.
Keep pushing on the booms as you sink
deeper in the water. You should be able to
use the leg that's still in the water to push
on the bottom and help keep your body
and the board properly positioned as you
raise the sail.

This is a good place to find out if you're
a front-legged, back-legged, or two-leg-
ged waterstarter. The number and
position of legs you put on the board is
entirely up to you and might require a bit
of experimentation to find which is best.
One compromise for smaller people is to
learn on a mid-sized funboard, something
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between 10.5 feet and 11.5 feet long and
offering 150 to 190 liters of flotation. At 6
feet tall and 200 pounds, I need all the
closed-cell foam I can get to keep my bulk
above water. My Alpha 220 was ideal to
learn waterstarting. Now I can pop up like
a spit watermelon seed on an Alpha120,
a 9'9" board with virtually half the flota-
tion of the big board. But to get that
shortboard moving I need at least 15
knots of wind, and in those conditions I
like to use a 7.5 or 8.2 square meter sail.

Bycontrast, Ihave a Gtoot-160-pound
friend who can waterstart his Alpha 120 in
as little as 10 knots of wind, and he uses a
6.3 square meter sail. Two factors account
for the difference: that extra 40 pounds I
carry is a heck of a handicap when you
consider it as 25 percent of his weight;
and, maybe more important, he has been
shortboard sailing longer and is simply
more experienced at waterstarting than 1
am.

After a few months of practice, I can
waterstart the Alpha 220 in 10 knots of
breeze with an 8.2 or 9 square meter sail
through the use of some subtle tricks I
picked up on my own or from other more
experienced boardsailors. For example,
the more upright you can get the sail, the
more power it develops. So in very light
air you can often get up by holding on to
the boom with your backhand using your
front hand to grab the mast, sometimes
right down by the power joint. [See Draw-
ing 8.] In light air you also get your body

DRAWIMe Vill
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in close to the board (again to effectively
lengthen the reach of your arms and get
the sail up higher) by putting your foot flat
on the deck with your knee pointing
straight up. Once again, this brings your
body in close to the mast, reducing the
angle at which you dangle, making the
mast's lever moment more effective.
Archimedes would have understood it
perfectly. With the rig virtually straight
upright, one hand on the boom and the
other near the base of the mast, kick the
water to froth with your trailing leg to help
the mast raise you out of the water.

I've even managed to start in seven or
eight knots of breeze by getting the mast

up and wiggling both legs across the
board until rm not quite sitting on it. (The
windward rail is under my thighs.) By
holding boom and mast I can shove the
sail straight upright, get one foot flat
under me and then climb the mast to a
standing position. My bottom oftencuts a
furrow through the water for some Ais-
tance in the process because everything
is in rather delicate balance for awhile. It's
a good way to amuse yourself in light air.

Here's a good place at which to men-
tion the use of oversized sails with
shortboards. If the wind is so light that you
need a 9-meter sail, then put it on a
longboard. A 9-meter sail on a 9-foot
board usually just drives the board so
deep into the water that it plows rather
than planes on anything but a broad
reach. And more sail area doesn't guaran-
tee better performance. We had a nice,
15-knot seabreeze whistling across Bis-
cayne Bay near Miami's Rickenbacker
Causeway one afternoon, and that 6-foot,
160 pound sailing buddy of mine was just
blowing everyone away on an Alpha 120
with a 6.3 square meter sail. (In the 14-18
knot range there's not much that will touch
that board.) What really blew us away was
watching him blow by a 120-pound
woman sailing a 10-foot, 100-liter custom
needle with a 9-square meter sail. We all
knew that her board was very fast, but we
could see that the big sail was simply
driving the bow so deep into the water
that she was losing a lot of speed.

But the most critical element in water-
starting is the same as in every facet of
this sport: time on the board. You simply
have to keep trying, doing it over and
over again until what once required con-
scious thought is done instinctively by
muscle memory. If you're having a tough
time, just think back to those days when
you first learned to windsurf. How about
the time when you got blown downwind
so far you needed binoculars to find your
starting point, and the damned breeze
was blowing so hard it knocked you down
five seconds after you got up, and no
sooner was the sail in position than the
wind blew it over onto the wrong side of
the board again. There were times then
when we all thought we'd never learn,
when we swore that we'd give this stupid
sport up forever if we ever got backto
shore alive. But a couple of sessions later
it wasn't so hard. And a few weeks after
that it was already becoming hard to
remember the really bad stuff.

It's the same trick with waterstarting. No
matter how bad it seems at the moment,
just remember that this, too, shall
pass. AL

\
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Here are some tricks that
have worked forvarious people
learning to waterstart:

1. Weara lifejacket. It may not look very
macho, but it will help you learn faster.

2. Use a soft-sail or RAE Camber-induced
sails tend to be heavier and much more
difficult to raise out of the water once the
inducers have inverted.

3. Start with a board that has a center-
board. You're going to 6nd up getting
blown downwind a lot until you learn how
to get up quickly, and the centerboard will
make it much easier to work back to
weather when the time comes.

4. Start out with a board big enough that
you can uphaul it. If the wind drops and
you're ona sinker or semi-sinker, you'll
learn that those techniques for light-air
waterstarts are a lot tougher than they look.

5. Don't even try waterstarting until you
have plenty of wind to get you up, about 12
knots for most people, and 15 is better. But
novices shouldn't try waterstarting in a
wind so strong that they can't uphaul.

. 6. Keep the mast in the half-way position in
the mast track. If it's too far forward the
board tends to round up as you gather
way; too far back puts your weight onto a
low-flotation area, driving the bow up and
making starting more difficult.

7. Keep the centerboard all the way up
until you are up and planing.

8. When you put your front foot on the
deck, turn your leg so the foot lies on its
side. This lets you squeeze a couple of
inches closer to the board, increasing the
lever moment of the sail.

9. As the board picks up speed and you
start to come out of the water, resist the
temptation to raise yourself fast by pulling
with your arms. Start with your arms
extended and slightly bent, and keep them
that way. In fact, as you become more
experienced youll find that rather than
pulling in, you will stretch your arms to help
you put leverage on the board and bear
off.

10. When you fail, make a conscious effort
to take the sail with you so that it ends up in
the water on the windward side of the
board. If it lands clew first, swim the sail
back toward the stern until the mast is
about 45 degrees to the wind, then raise
the end of the booms and let the wind flip
the sail over. Once the sail flips, it will fill
with air, so be ready to grab the booms
and try to waterstart immediately. All

-



If you own a catamaran, you need a.
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»* - dollies make boat launching4-,5» 4

*- simple fast and easy
1 And, CAT WALKER is quality. Durable and lightweight. Innova-

tive and proven tread design for superior rolling. Extra tough
:4 21" high. 12" wide p6Iyethelene (non-pneumatic - won't go
j flat ) tires. Stainless steel shaft. Hull prote6tors. Tie-down

system.
Standard Unit fits 14'-18' ( 12' and 19' units available by request)

$240• 95 SEE YOUR CATAMARAN
--1 DEALER ANYWHERE IN THEVplus $17.50

shipping and handling in Continen- WORLD or order direct bycalling toll
tai U.S.A. NC residents add 4.5% free ( in NC call 1-800-532-0476)
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SAIL REPAIR
AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOME DEALERS FOR 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR 8
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTAOPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WORK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN OAY TURN AROUND. 9
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP
INSURANCE ESTIMATES. -48 HOUR SERVICE AT • • © 10
DOUaLE RATES AND
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4
CALL FOR OUOTE OA
SEE YOUR Hobie Cat 1116 -1iD
oR HOLDERCEALER
-ALSO- 5

©HOLDER COVERS
& 6

Hobie Cat
I. -
LBattana fPeci

COUCTS

Banana Peeb" are designed to fit the hulls snugly by utillzlng delrin zippers
along glrr.,hale and zippers/velcro for sidestay closures allowlng for mast up
storage or mast dawn towable wlthout disconnecting the bridle or sidestays
H• ble 16 "Ba,lana Pee/+ are $295 00 a set and $95 00 for the trepllne cover
The Hoble 18 Banara Peet is ane-piece oaverlng the entire hulls and tramp
and prices at $389 00 Pr:ices are for our stock colors of dite or blue kid
10% to quoted prices for colors red yellow green or tan allow additional
14-day delivery for special colors All orders prepald will be shipped UPS
freight paid All other orders will be shipped UPS ODD includlng freight
For prlce guldeon sail repairs ad info on other manufactured Items contact

190U744• 00 ROOKE SAILS • W• *us TN 38111
1744 Prescott So

PERFECT COMPANIONS!
1/12"/4/mil:/Jor:/Dix-.bbp/-5/.af)&4*5/jilir.2 /4 2-
/• /BM19*49# v .2-• • • 1 ,---

• • --

&4, .-• • *4
--Il.--- - -KOOL·RAK designed to hold the popular PLAYMATE and LITTLE PLAYMATE

beverage coolers by IGLOO 042Fits Hobie 16 &18  042All stainless steel
 042Mounts low on center line mounting hardware
 042Easy to use push button - Rubber Insulators. nolock with swing down top metal to metal contact 042Black vinyl coated for corrosion protection  042Easy on and off
Er'/r·  042,i'-·- -...10=1=r-··· -i « :.z,•
=52/$P 3* 15/...'.':-
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Your IGLOO cooler is rugged high
impact plastic. A tough hide that
won't chip, rust or corrode.
3 year guarantee.

£66:iRAK compil::i,hiciicieone) -,8- -bl.: ' y.tio:
PLAYMATEco010,(hbldslacans) ............................

KOOL-RAK onlyLITTLE KOOL-RAK completi with (Circle one) rid blue yellow
LITTLEPLAYMATE COoler (holdsgcans) ......................

LITTLE KOOL-RAK only. .....................................

0 $50.95
0 $31.95
0 541.95
0 $29.95

Add $1.50 postage (outside Mainland USA add $3.00). California residents add 611% sales
tax.We accept check or money orders. Maste,Card and VISA.

Card,No. Expire...........
Name
Address
City State............ Zip.

CAT-RAK DESIGNS
19632 SeqOola St., Cerritos, CA 90701 (213)865-6871
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The features that CAT RIGHTER® offers are:
 042Conststenly quick righting time
 042Easy to use for lightweight solo sallor(s) ( 100 pound minimum)
 042Lightweight. easy to install, stows above or beneath trampoline.
 042.1\to boat modifications required (Protects Warranty)
 042Nor more frustating moments spent waiting for help.
CAT RIGHTER® comes fully assembled with the following items:
 042Schaefer fiddle block with v-jam and becket

Schaefer fiddle block with swivel
 042Perko Snaphook, 50' of line for 4: 1 pulleys and boat attachment

1000 Denier cordura nylon bag with velcro closure & quick release
 042Righting system retaining straps
 0421 full year warranty Patented

COLORS: 0 Blue 0 Yellow 0 Red
SIZES: 014,016-$115.00: 017,018-$125.00: 021-$140.00
To order. send check. money order, or
Visa/Mastercard number and expiration date to:
Lake Enterprises, Inc.,
76 Mnon Heights Road, Sandla rark, Postage COD, otherwise f081
New Mexico 87047 SEND FOR A FREE BROCHUREI . KJ
(505) 281·5601 DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME! 1 --
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'14' All Purpose
Lubricant
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L E
Excellent all purpose lubricant

specially formulated to reduce frict on
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UCENSE FRAME
Got It Up Lately?

CATHOUSE KEY
595 TWO-TONE

1//
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SAILING • .. Slls
BOOTS ,/fn
Zip IU Non-skid sole with rubber

f.74• 0 f36'5-• ,• upper for boat or board. Blue.
fl/,9S Men's 6-12. Reg. $14.95

No-Zip LY

Send check, money order, Visa or MasterCard number (with expiration date).
Add $2.50 for handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. Mail to:

THE CAT HOUSE RO. Box 171185 San Diego, CA 92117
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' The portable 1Ai
• K  036OB.E® NAST-CADDIE•

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT -1l
OF TRANSPORTING YOUR • • *:• •

.,7 • • '"  442ILL,mastandhomS,em 036t:,t 036*It::2•
ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobies. Made of polypro, brass or stainlest Safety tie not
included but recommended

flitl* -- -AKZ• I
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The AQUA-CADDIE holds cooters up to lotAX'43A and also is great for weather
gear, etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
striker as when wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not included. Model for Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats; Holder 12, etc.

J&64. MURRAYS MARINE DIST
or P.O. BOX 490CAAPINTERIA. CA 930138930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY 1805) 684-5446PINCKNEY. M148169

(313)426-4155 (California residents add 6% sales tax)
- " ' - - ' - One Year Warranty ..................

O C.aD.(US. on• ) SEE YOUR LOCALIEAUR .0" dirsct0 Check Enclosed
0 Master Charge SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS (no RO. Bcx #'s please)
0 Visa (BankAmericard) Name

AQUA-CADDlE Address0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Other models $42.95 City

MAST-CADDIE State Zip
0 Stern Only $47.95 Account0 Bow Only $44.95 rumber
Indicate Model of Boat: Expiration Date

0 Please send more U.S. Patiat hidlil 94 U.t ht OILWormation
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HOBIE BRIEFS
Continued from Page 14

DSQ; there were no protests. The competition was as clean as
one could ever hope to see."

Event chairman and principal race officer was Hank Waite of
Toms River. Roger Brown of Bricktown, New Jersey chaired the
jury, with Norman Berson of Island Heights, New Jersey, Cliff
Campbell of Toms River, and Bob West of Bayhead, New Jersey
serving. Brown is a USYRU senior judge. West and Campbell are
USYRU associate judges.

The Alter Cup event was developed by USYRU's Multihull
Council to provide top multihull sailors with an opportunity to race
against each other in a one-design, national championship.

Next year's event has been slated for October 2-8 in Fort
Walton Beach, Florida. It will be co-hosted by the Fort Walton
Beach Yacht Club and Chocktawhatchee Multihull Association
and sailed on Hobie 18s, supplied by Hobie Cat.

Hot Products

Lite'N' Rod
Charles Island Associates, Inc. of West Haven, Connectidut

introduces its answer to the telescopic tiller extension -the all
new Lite'N'Rod.

The Ute'N'Rod is constructed of heavy-duty reinforced
fiberglass, high impact plastic, and a heavy-duty aluminum ferrel
connector with a reinforced collar to prevent splitting should you
inadvertently back the boat over it.

Another unique feature of the Lite'N'Rod is that it locks either
way you turn it to assure a reliable grip during manuevering. The
extension has been tested by catamaran sailors and is compati-
ble with Hobie Cats.

The Lite'N'Rod is bright yellow and black with an easy-to-hold
rubber grip midstick. It is priced at $56.95.

For more information, contact Charles Island Associates, RO.
Box 16088, West Haven, CT 06516. Or, call 203-874-5300.

Ever drop yourjib clew block
shackle in the drink? Never again!
The SSI Fast Shackle is a halyard
shackle with a removable keeper
pin and an Avibank balllock pin
permanently wired to the shackle.
Especially created for the Hobie
16 and 18.

Sailing Systems, Inc
4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake. Il.
60014
(815) 455-4599

SSI 9./
4.

.

Fast
Shackle
n 14 KT GOLD
1• & STERLING SILVER
• 12=- CATAMARAN & SAILBOARD CHARMS
AFsh The Perfect Gift for the Sailor who has everything.
IFS-« All charms are manufactured from

/F--»1- 14 Kt. Plum Gold or Sterling Silver.
• ;i• zi-%B • Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return for Prompt Refund within 14 Days
• gi;igilim.10.• 14 Kt. Sterling

• 2<1 CATAMARAN $89.95 $29.95
t• & Approx. '90,/ Lrg. Sallboard 49.95 14.95
67 Actual • # Sm. Sailboard 22.95 10.95
I• Size • All orders under $50.00, add $2.50 freight & handling.
• .* Ser.|ocrese• su• • ect to change without notice.

pv .vittll CHARLEYS CUSTOM JEWELRY
• • 91 16990 Perdido Key Dr.

-Il Perdido Key, FL 32507 (904) 492-2270
P'• • • • • VISA - MC - AMX CARDS ACCEPTED
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DANGER
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailingVIL- near overhead wires. A

7 mast near a wire could
* be fatal!
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*4t . Coleman® PolyUte® and SteeIBelted® Coolers -the best, I
value for your money Super-tough on the outside to take hard

r. knocks. With.lots of insulation to beat the compe• on cold!
And this year an array of sizes, features, colors. Now there are»

low-profile models that fit compact-cartrunks.. crowd-size

r coolers... personal coolers you can sit on or carry hands free...
fashionable softside coolers... Jugs with dripless faucets and

.n
flip spot.its... and vacuum bottles with unbreakable stainless
steel liners.

They're all from Coleman. And they're all champion perforrners.
/
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